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FORTHCOMING MEETINGS
OF THE KIPLING SOCIETY
Wednesday 14 February 2018 5.30 for 6 pm in the Mountbatten
Room Royal Over-Seas League: Kevin Brownlow, film
historian and film director, on ‘Kipling and Early Hollywood’.
Wednesday 11 April 2018 5.30 for 6 pm in the Mountbatten
Room Royal Over-Seas League: Barbara Bryant, independent historian, on Alice Kipling (title to follow).
Wednesday 2 May 2018 12.30 for 1pm, in the Army and Navy
Club, 36 Pall Mall, St James, SW1Y 5JN: Annual Luncheon
of the Kipling Society. Guest speaker: Charles Allen. on ‘The
Eyes of Asia: Kipling and Indian soldiers in the Great War’.
Wednesday 12 July 2018 4.30 pm in the Mountbatten Room
Royal Over-Seas League: Kipling Society Annual General
Meeting. 5.30 for 6 pm: speaker to be arranged.
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EDITORIAL
This December number of the Kipling Journal is another themed issue,
this time a biographical one with much new material. Lorraine Bowsher,
grand-daughter of Cormell ‘Crom’ Price, the first Headmaster of United
Services College, Westward Ho! and the ‘Prooshian Bates’ of Stalky
& Co., has written a fascinating and heart-warming account of the
Kiplings’ friendship with the Price family and their warm and generous
support for Edward and Dorothy Price after their father died in 1909,
using previously unpublished letters. Her complete article is too long
to print in full here; so Part II, covering Kipling and her father Edward
Price as a young man, will appear in a later issue. She is followed by
Mike Lacey’s transcript of an illustrated letter from Edward BurneJones and his future wife Georgie to her brother. Its charm and warmth
show why this couple meant so much to their nephew Rudyard.
Also previously unpublished is the long extract from Kipling’s diary
of his family’s 1924 motor tour of Northern France, edited by Thomas
Pinney. Kipling recorded his non-fictional experiences of motoring in
some notebooks, whose contents were later typed up, presumably for
a book which was never published. The extract from the ‘Motor Tours’
typescript, here edited and introduced by Professor Pinney, describes
the Kipling family’s visit to the new War cemeteries in northern France
in the late summer of 1924. Kipling’s minutely detailed record of the
cemeteries visited compares movingly with his more literary description of the different cemeteries near the end. And there is a fine set-piece
when the car gets stuck in mud at mid-day on a wet Sunday in rural
France, and Elsie persuades reluctant French villagers to bring their
horses to the rescue.
Mike Kipling’s genealogical researches have produced more fascinating discoveries about a very different Kipling connexion. ‘Who
Really Was Flo Garrard?’ reveals the distinctly louche background
of Kipling’s first love Flo, the original of ‘Maisie’ in The Light That
Failed, and her subsequent career as an artist and teacher. It is illustrated by Flo’s delightful cartoon of herself as a suffragist.
Last come two lively ‘Letters to the Editor’. Members, please keep
these coming. And whatever your faith or persuasion, I wish you all a
Merry Christmas.
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SOMEHOW – ‘A DIVERSITY OF KIPLING’
By JOHN WALKER

In September 2016, we organised a readings session at Bateman’s – a
little different from those run so ably by Robin Mitchell, because the
readers were totally free to choose their own pieces, with no overall
theme. A stalwart handful of Society members came along, to entertain
the public, and for the sheer pleasure of reading Kipling’s prose and
poetry aloud.
It was agreed that this was thoroughly enjoyable, and should be
an annual affair, but how to make it more available to our world-wide
membership?
Somehow, for 2017, it became – variously – the ‘Readathon’, ‘24
hours or Bust’, ‘Some Kind of Record-Breaker’, the ‘Kiplingathon’ and
officially ‘A Diversity of Kipling’ (a nod to the centenary of A Diversity
of Creatures, and recognition of the intention).
That intention was always to have as many people as possible
involved, choosing their own reading from the prose or the verse,
offering recordings if they wished, or attending live at Bateman’s, with
the result streamed continuously to the internet, for a full twenty-four
hours.
The staff at Bateman’s, and especially the volunteer room stewards, took the idea to their hearts. Of course, we needed the approval of
Pauline Wall, Gary Enstone and Alan Rideout to invade Bateman’s for
much longer than the actual 24 hour period, from two o’clock on the
Saturday afternoon to two o’clock on the Sunday…. Somehow, there
was never any question of anything less than full support from the team
at Burwash.
With the idea floated in the email Newsletter (are you receiving
yours?) and the Journal, offers began to flood in. The power-house of
the project was always the Volunteers Room at Bateman’s, but members
from Australia, Belgium, China, Denmark, the Netherlands, Ukraine,
the United Kingdom and the U.S.A. were busy recording pieces – some
on sophisticated equipment with sound engineers, and some sitting
alone with a smart ’phone.
The programme was going to come together, somehow, by a species
of accretion, with allowance for time zones, for the essential variety,
and for those who were so keen to be in for the small hours, ‘to enjoy
the atmosphere’. That atmosphere was certainly helped by Elizabeth
Rideout, who provided suitably excellent cakes, and sandwiches, and
hot food in those small hours, to keep us going.
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It is perfectly possible that a Daemon had a little to do with the final
success of the whole thing, but there was also a new member of the
team at Bateman’s, James McGrath, who not only had the equipment
necessary to process the sound, and the expertise, but also the willingness and sheer stamina to be the engineer for the full 24 hours.
So, somehow, we did it. The full programme, in three 8–hour
segments, is available for posterity on YouTube, and can be found by
typing YOUTUBE KIPLING SOCIETY DIVERSITY into a search
engine. Mike Kipling and his son Mark have edited a 60-minute selection of highlights which is also on YouTube.
I cannot hope to express sufficient thanks to everyone at Bateman’s
and to the fifty-and-more readers, or to share enough of the reactions
from all over the world, or to match the anecdotes which will well up
whenever we strip our sleeves and show our scars. In the end, somehow,
it is enough to say, ‘It was fun’ – and to suggest that we might do something a little shorter next year…

DEATH AT ROTTINGDEAN: A NEW
DETECTIVE STORY
By JOHN MCGIVERING

Members may be interested to know of Death at Rottingdean, one of
the Victorian Mystery Series novels by ‘Robin Page’ (Bill and Susan
Albert), recently published by South Downs Crime and Mystery, 2016
(£9.99, paperback). Lord Sheridan and his wife, a novelist, have taken a
furnished house at Rottingdean for a holiday and meet various residents
including the Kiplings and Lady Burne-Jones. Two Customs men are
murdered and the future King Edward VII, who is visiting the Sassoons
in Hove, orders Sheridan to investigate and report to him. A boy who
delivers a message concerning a horse has a prominent part in the
proceedings and Kipling, whose speech echoes his writings, has a hand
in the action. There are minor errors including an inability to address
people of title properly, but it would be small-minded to quibble as a
German invasion plan is discovered concealed in the activities of the
smugglers – in all, quite an entertaining read.
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AFTER CROM: RUDYARD AND CARRIE
KIPLING AND THE PRICE FAMILY
By LORRAINE BOWSHER
[Lorraine Bowsher, the granddaughter of Cormell Price, is very glad to have the
opportunity to place on record the enormous debt of gratitude she owes to Rudyard
and Carrie Kipling for all they did for the Price family.]
PART 1: 1894–1915

Cormell (‘Crom’) Price, my grandfather, was Rudyard Kipling’s headmaster at The United Services College, Westward Ho!, Devon, from
1878–1882, untl Kipling left for India. After leaving school, Kipling
wrote frequently to my grandfather until his retirement in 1894, and the
correspondence continued up to Crom’s death in 1910. But the close
bond between Kipling and his headmaster did not end there.
The 1881 census shows that my grandfather’s household at the
school in Westward Ho! consisted of himself (aged 46), his sister Fanny
(47), his housekeeper, Emma Hopper (my great-grandmother), and her
daughter Sarah, a domestic servant (17), whom Crom would marry
thirteen years later. Emma, a widow since 1867, had been a laundress
living with her daughter in a nearby village, Northam, before obtaining
employment for herself and Sarah at the school. Emma was unable to
sign her name on Sarah’s birth certificate, but Sarah may have received
a rudimentary education at the school in Northam, and it might have
been natural for Crom, as an educationalist, to build on this. He wrote
to Sarah from London during vacations from the College, and later on
she was able to write easily to her children at school.
Kipling, almost an exact contemporary of Sarah, would certainly
have come across her as a schoolboy. In his memoir ‘Schooldays with
Kipling’, G.C. Beresford (‘M’Turk’ in Stalky & Co.), describes the
effect Sarah had on the senior boys at the school:
… there was an object of interest at the Head’s house in the shape of
the daughter of his housekeeper, a beautiful girl, tall, with a perfect
figure, which was emphasised by the tight lacing of those days. She
was so chic that she seemed a Parisienne; consequently we had to
give her a portmanteau name, compounded of Parisienne and Price
– “The Pricienne”… 1
Following his retirement from the school in 1894, Crom left Devon for
London to set up a small cramming establishment near the Portobello
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Road, taking Sarah with him. (My Aunt Dorothy told me in the 1970s
that Sarah had said she never had any communication with her family
in Devon after her marriage.) They were married in 1895, my father
Teddy was born in London in 1898 and my aunt Dorothy in 1903 after
the family moved to Minster Lovell in Oxfordshire.

The Price Family, taken at Minster Lovell, c. 1905–7:
Crom, Teddy in front of him, Sarah seated, Dorothy on her lap,
and Crom’s great-nephew Dudley Hanson,

In 1899, Kipling wrote from New York to his old school friend Lionel
Charles Dunsterville, the original of ‘Stalky’, about their former
headmaster, whom Kipling refers to by his Stalky & Co name, ‘the
Prooshian Bates’:
… (you know we always keep in touch with Bates. He is running a
cram-shop at 8, Powys Square and I don’t think he’s very successful.
He’s as big a dear as ever and he has married his housekeeper, the
pretty girl we used to know – and he has a son! There’s news for
you)… The last time I saw Bates was at the funeral of my uncle
(Burne-Jones) whose lifelong friend he was. Old Bates was fearfully
broken up. I wish to goodness we could do something for him.…2
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It is a measure of the depth of Kipling’s affection and respect for his old
headmaster that after Crom’s death in 1910, he appears not to have hesitated to take it upon himself, together with his wife Carrie, to assume
considerable responsibility, providing financial, pastoral and practical
support for Crom’s two children until they were able to stand on their
own two feet. In fact, the Kiplings found themselves increasingly
acting in loco parentis as it became clear that Sarah’s mental health
was extremely fragile. Throughout, the Kiplings communicated with
Sarah as best they could. Although she was their contemporary in age,
she was from a different social background with little control over her
finances, and was deeply affected by the trauma of losing her husband.
In his Will, Crom had appointed as executors and trustees of his
estate his nephew and family solicitor, Oswald Shaw Hanson, and his
friend, Emery Walker. Sarah was given guardianship of the children,
although by 1915 Oswald Hanson appears to have assumed this role as
Sarah’s health worsened.
Whilst living at Minster Lovell, Crom had coached Oswald’s
son, Dudley, two years older than my father, possibly free of charge
as an advance payment in kind for any legal work Oswald would
need to undertake after Crom’s death. My grandmother remembered
that Dudley had become an engineer and ‘was responsible for doing
something commendable or successful at the Wembley Exhibition’:
presumably the British Empire Exhibition (1924/25) where Kipling was
asked to name all the wide avenues within the exhibition space. Emery
Walker was a distinguished typographer and printer, a close friend
and neighbour of William Morris, whose expertise inspired Morris to
set up The Kelmscott Press. Walker later worked with Kipling on the
maps at the beginning of each volume of The Irish Guards in the Great
War (1922). As a friend and collaborator of Edward Burne-Jones and
William Morris, Walker would have understood the value of the works
of art in Crom’s estate, which may be one reason why Crom made him
a Trustee.
Before Crom died, he had given Teddy essential coaching (possibly
alongside Dudley), which enabled Teddy to gain a bursary at the Blue
Coat School, Christ’s Hospital, near Horsham in Sussex, which Teddy
entered in 1909. Crom’s Will stipulated that Sarah should ensure that
their son should remain at Christ’s Hospital until the age of 16.
The net value of Crom’s estate was £1423, although it appears from
the Will that this figure was revised upwards to £1769. Sarah was to
receive £100 from the estate as an initial payment and all other monies
were put into trust, the income to be paid to Sarah during her lifetime
and to her children after her death. Crom’s will also states: I give my
wife absolutely all my household furniture plate plated articles linen
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china books and works of art …3 Later, Carrie Kipling wrote to Sarah on
22 July 1916, pointing out that the value of such items would certainly
have been affected by the War:
I am afraid Mr Walker will find it very difficult to help you by selling
the Kelmscott Press books. Perhaps you scarcely realise that in
these days almost no one allows themselves the luxury of books.
Sales of such things are only for the American market, and are very
infrequent even there, so I think you must expect Mr Walker to take
a long time in disposing of anything of this sort.4
It is impossible to calculate how much money the Kiplings actually
spent on my family over the years, since much of the support provided
was in kind: holidays at Bateman’s and John’s clothes passed on. (There
may well also have been considerable contributions to school fees and
associated costs.) But there is evidence of other incidental expenditures, such as the fee for Teddy to visit a Harley Street oculist. On
5 September 1910, Carrie Kipling wrote to Sarah: Mr Lawson’s fee is
two guineas and he will expect to have it paid at the end of the visit, so
I am sending you, at Rudyard’s request, three guineas, which he hopes
will cover all expenses; later, perhaps you will let him have the account
for the spectacles …5
Requests for accounts of money spent were commonplace in letters
from Carrie to Sarah; probably these accounts were then forwarded to
Oswald Hanson. Sarah was also expected to send school reports for
Teddy and Dorothy to the Kiplings, so that they could monitor the children’s educational progress.
Kipling’s interest in my father began early. His first letter to Teddy
is dated 24 July 1900 when the boy was aged two and a half. It may be
that it was sent with an item such as a spoon for a christening present.
The letter is a small work of art, intended of course for Crom’s entertainment, but it would have been enjoyed in equal measure by my father
as he himself reached adulthood.
Honoured Sir
Me having known your Par some years back and rather intimate
though it never actually came so far as a licking but which was
done once or twice by a man called Belly and I hated him dreadful
particular and learning that you had come along and grown up and
are ‘beating a drum in the landscape’ which is best done out of
hearing of the grown ups I make bold to approach your Innocence
which you will not keep long anyhow unless you were as nicely
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behaved as Me and send you the Enclosed for yourself and to be
used in Riotous living and at your Club and all those places which
you will know more about when you get worse instead of better. Not
till quite recent I got your names (Xtian) both of them which come
straight to my heart and considering cups is absurd besides you
spills ’em down your stomach the outside way and bang them on the
floor as I have seen with my son and take it others are similar except
when the Parent is actual coaxing them to look decent which I don’t
& thought this other was best and beg to remain
Lovingly yours
Rudyard Kipling
P.S. Your Pa and me grew up together.
P.P.S. Your Par done some of his growing before me but I done
most of mine before him. You will find him a nice Parson.6
Kipling attaches great value to the Christian names given to my father,
Edward William, in memory of Crom’s much cherished friends, Edward
Burne-Jones, Kipling’s uncle by marriage, and William Morris, both
then recently dead.
In 1907, Kipling and his wife Carrie spent several weeks in Canada
during which time Kipling learned that he had been awarded the Nobel
Prize in Literature. Kipling’s son John, six months older than my father,
being at school, the Kiplings’ daughter Elsie remained at Bateman’s
in the care of her governess, Miss Blaikie. Kipling wrote to Crom in
Minster Lovell, on 22 August:
If you have any idea of a holiday why not bring Mrs Price and both
babes to Bateman’s from, say, the middle of October for a fortnight
and curl up here and be comfy – all four of you.
She [Mrs Price] will have nothing to do: because if I know Elsie,
the small maid [Dorothy] will be largely taken off her hands. Elsie
has a craze for the young.
Teddy will find a brook and a pond (less than two and a half feet
deep) and a wee boat and a safe landscape to disport in.7
This arrangement clearly suited Kipling, as the letter indicates that he
would be glad to have his old headmaster and his family as ‘housesitters’ to reassure the servants. However, the invitation was genuinely
well-intentioned as a means of offering the family a pleasant holiday,
providing Crom with the run of Kipling’s study, and Sarah with the
opportunity to rest in the knowledge that the children would be properly
cared for and entertained.
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Before their arrival, Carrie wrote to Sarah on 6 September, 1907,
with a warm welcome. The difference in tone between this letter and the
business-like letters Carrie found herself obliged to write to Sarah in the
years following Sarah’s breakdown is striking:
… Elsie will be enchanted to have companions and will delight in a
small girl child to pet. I will arrange the bedrooms as you propose
in your letter and will put Teddy in the room next Elsie and her Miss
Blaikie so he will be well looked after – but if you would rather have
him nearer you please say so and a change can be easily made …8
Crom recorded their arrival at Bateman’s in his diary:
… a lovely house in a lovely spot – beautiful furniture and boundless
ingenuity conspicuous everywhere … Teddy fascinated with boat
on pond – walks daily, weather permitting … Returned home after
a heavenly time (10 days) at Bateman’s. Everything in the house
looking very diminutive.9
The Visitors’ Book at Bateman’s shows that Teddy Price started visiting
the Kiplings on his own in June 1909. There followed a total of 34 visits
during Kipling’s lifetime including a summer holiday at Bateman’s in
1910, a few months after Crom’s death. Dorothy visited Bateman’s on
21 occasions.10 Teddy was also invited for holidays with the Kiplings at
Kessingland Grange, Lowestoft.
On 18 August, 1909, Kipling wrote from Bateman’s to Andrew
Macphail in Canada:
… We have a small Christ’s Hospital boy [Teddy Price arrived on
August 11] here on a visit. I have never seen the uniform which
was Lamb’s at close quarters or heard the traditions of that school
expounded by one of the scholars. It’s very quaint to hear the infant
say ‘and two hundred years ago we did so and so’ or ‘that was in the
reign of Queen Elizabeth’. They bring them up hardly and sanely to
clean their own shoes and sew on their own buttons and their slang
has not altered since the beginnings. These things give me hope.11
On 23 March 1911, Kipling wrote a swift response to what must have
been a ‘cri de coeur’ from the 13 year old Teddy at Christ’s Hospital:
Dear Ted
… so awfully sorry to hear you had had such a rotten term. All
the schools seem to have been either measley or coldy. John had
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three weeks’ bad influenza in Switzerland. But buck up, old man.
You shall come over to Bateman’s in your Easters if your mother
will let you and we’ll have a good old time in the garden round the
pond. I’ve got a new car too, which is rather a beauty. Easter term
really doesn’t matter so much. If a chap is ill then he can pull round
and pick up for the summer term. I once had to help John at home
for three weeks after which he went up three places in form. So don’t
you bother yourself about anything but getting well. Love from Aunt
Carrie and Elsie.
Ever your affectionate Uncle Ruddy.12
In the absence of a father and with a grieving mother, these words of
encouragement from his beloved Uncle Ruddy must surely have played
an important part in Teddy’s recovery. Although he did not visit the
Kiplings at Easter, he returned to Bateman’s for a few days in September
that year.
There is no evidence that the relationship between Kipling and
Sarah was ever close; indeed it was usually Carrie who corresponded
with Sarah about the children. However, on 8 December 1913 he wrote
her a courteous note informing her that the Memorial to her husband
had been installed in the church at Westward Ho!: “it took the form of
a stained glass window and a tablet and was dedicated some time in
November, I think the 15th”. He told Sarah that although he himself
had been unable to attend the ceremony because John had been ill: “I
am extremely glad that it is an accomplished fact”, adding that he hoped
she would see it some day with the children.13 At around the same time,
in an undated letter, Carrie Kipling wrote to Sarah “my husband wants
me to say in answer to your note received this a.m that he does not know
the subject of the window at Westward Ho! but they used the first verse
of his poem for the inscription Let us now praise famous men. We will
try and find out the other points for you.”14 There is no evidence that
Sarah and the children were invited to attend the ceremony themselves.
Meanwhile, at Christ’s Hospital, it appears that my father had
formed a particularly close friendship with a fellow pupil two years
older than him, the poet, Edmund Blunden. In his biography of Blunden
published in 1990, Barry Webb includes the poet’s own recollection of
my father:
… a quiet, gracious, rather lonely boy, whose sweet serious looks I
see as I write, and altogether he answers to Lamb’s description of a
Blue as stealing along with the self-concentration of a young monk.
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I do not know how it came about, but Price and I became romantic
friends.
Blunden’s biographer then continues: “Price invited Edmund to stay
with him in the holidays and meet Mr Kipling. Edmund was longing for
Yalding (his own home) and declined the invitation, which was never
repeated.” In Blunden’s words:
The mystery is that our friendship ever ended or when it did. Perhaps
my gloomy resistance to Mr Kipling’s compositions was the reason!
This antipathy to Kipling on Blunden’s part almost led to him turning
down the invitation from Sir Fabian Ware, following Kipling’s death,
to replace Kipling as literary adviser on the Imperial War Graves
Commission. However, he eventually changed his mind partly because
he liked Sir Fabian Ware, partly out of guilt for his boyhood dislike of
Kipling’s work, and partly we are told ‘out of respect for his school
friend Price’.15 Both Blunden and my father left Christ’s Hospital in the
summer of 1915.
A year earlier, it had been unclear whether Teddy would be able to
remain at school. A few weeks after the outbreak of the First World War,
Carrie wrote to Sarah on 22 August 1914:
My husband … hopes you are preparing for the possibilities of the
great changes that this war will bring about, and he thinks you ought
to realize that it is not a question of months but of years, also that
very likely you will have to face some decision with regard to Teddy
before long. At present the idea is to re-open the public schools, but
my husband thinks that by the time the schools are ready to start it
may very well mean that only the young boys will be expected to
attend.16
Nevertheless, in the autumn my father was back at Christ’s Hospital.
Now it was a case of whether he would be able to remain at school until
the end of the next summer term. On 20 November 1914, Carrie had
written to Sarah concerning Kipling’s hope that Teddy would be able to
stay on at Christ’s Hospital:
… I greatly hope that the Head will remember Mr Kipling’s keenness that Teddy should be given as long a time as possible, and so
give him another term. It would carry him to a better time of year to
start other work if he did have another term…17
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It appears that Kipling’s intervention bore fruit because Teddy remained
at Christ’s Hospital until the end of the summer term of 1915. On April
30, 1915, Kipling wrote to Teddy (now aged 17) from Brown’s Hotel
in London, asking “ Will you let me know your exact address at school
and the name of your Officer Training Corps captain, and the day that
you return to school?”18 And in an undated letter later on in the summer,
he wrote enthusiastically about the experience of his son John, by now
a commissioned officer with the Irish Guards Reserve (soon to become
the 2nd Battalion of the Irish Guards). The letter explicitly encourages
my father to follow in his footsteps.
Ever so many thanks for your letter with its news which I am
sending on to John. I think you are dead right to take up field engineering and go for Cert A. It won’t be long before you can apply for
a commission, I hope. But you’ve got to grow.
John turned up last Saturday for the 24 hours. He was in uniform
and I hardly knew him at first. He seems to be coming on all right
and was very full of his mad Irish whom he already loves. Of course
they are just the class that would suit him down to the ground. They
work ‘em pretty hard but they feed ‘em well and he finds his O.T.C.
work comes in very useful. At least it means he has got his groundwork and that things aren’t strange to him in the way of guards
patrols, etc. …19
This letter is all the more poignant when read in the knowledge that on
27 September, 1915, John was reported injured and missing in action
at the Battle of Loos. So close were they in age, John and Teddy would
have got to know each other well during my father’s visits to Bateman’s.
John’s death would have been deeply shocking to my father, who had
already experienced the death of his own father, and was trying to
understand the toll this had taken on his mother’s mental health.
By this time, my grandmother’s health had deteriorated to such an
extent that she was finding it impossible to care adequately for Teddy’s
sister, 11 year old Dorothy, who was living at home with her mother
in Brighton while attending Brighton and Hove High School. It seems
likely that my grandmother received treatment in hospital some time
during the summer of 1915, and this resulted in Dorothy becoming a
boarder at her school. Kipling had himself suffered a breakdown in
1890, and was familiar with the effects on family life of mental illness
through his sister Trix’s frequent episodes of ill heath. On 5 June, he
wrote to my father, now in his last term at Christ’s Hospital, attempting
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to explain the nature of his mother’s illness and the reasons why
Dorothy had been separated from her:
Dear old Ted
I slip in a line with Aunt Carrie’s letter to bid you not to worry yourself more than is necessary just at this sad time.
Dorothy, as Aunt Carrie has told you, is at the school and is all
right and will be well looked after. Also she will have the advantage of being among young associates and leading the life of a
normal child which is what she needs, as well as being well and
regularly fed. You see, my dear boy, that your mother’s breakdown
has prevented her for some time past from looking after Dorothy
properly and if things had gone on as they were doing, the chances
are that Dorothy would have suffered badly in her health as well as
in her spirits.
There is no doubt whatever that your mother is suffering from a
form of mental breakdown which for the time at any rate, prevents
her from taking any part in ordinary life. This has been admitted by
both the doctors who attended her in Brighton, the doctor who used
to attend her in Rottingdean, and by your guardian, Mr Hanson. It is
no more disputable than an attack of bodily illness – such as typhoid
for instance. One’s hope is that, with care and attention and quiet,
she will be cured precisely as she would have been in an attack of
typhoid or if she had had a broken leg instead of a strained mind.
You, of course, can do nothing in the way that she suggests but
you may be perfectly sure that as soon as she is recovered she will
be returned to ordinary life.
You say that Dorothy cannot fend for herself. She cannot of course,
and that is exactly what made her continuing to stay with her mother
so bad for her. Now that she is away at last at the school where the
mistresses are fond and proud of her, she will be looked after and
held up very carefully. It is really much more in Dorothy’s interest
than in anyone else’s that your mother should be under observation.
If you had been the only child you might (though the situation would
have been an intolerable burden on you) have managed to look after
her, but with Dorothy so young and helpless, it was out of the question that her mother should continue to live with her and give her
orders which as a child, Dorothy of course would have to obey.
You know yourself what your mother used to tell you about hearing
voices and keeping Dorothy awake at night while she talked about
them. That is, as you can see, an entirely impossible state of things
to allow to continue. I know how awfully distressing it must all be to
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you and you don’t need to be told how deeply I sympathise with you,
old boy, and how ready we are to do all that can be done.
Ever your affectionate Uncle Ruddy 20
At the age of 17, on the brink of adulthood in the middle of a World
War, my father was facing the effective break-up of his family and the
prospect from now on of depending on his father’s friends for guidance
and support. As a protégé of Kipling, it must also be said that my father
had access to someone with exceptional influence.
On leaving school, my father joined the Inns of Court OTC at
Berkhamsted. That autumn he suffered a severe bout of influenza.
Despite their own anguish resulting from the news they had received
concerning John, the Kiplings showed remarkable generosity of spirit
towards Sarah and Teddy in their hour of need. After Kipling had
visited my father in hospital in Berkhamsted, Carrie wrote to Sarah on
14 December, doing her best to set her mind at rest:
I think you will like to know that he found him most comfortable
and getting on very well indeed. He is in one of the Voluntary Aid
Hospitals where there are very nice nurses and a very nice Matron
who promised to look after Teddy and to report to us if there was
anything he wanted that the Hospital authorities could not give
him … as soon as he is convalescent, he is coming to Bateman’s
where we shall hope to cosset him a bit and make him strong again
… I know from my husband that there is no cause for you to be
anxious, and I hope you will not be so, as he took this journey chiefly
that you might have some definite news about the boy.21
Sarah then evidently enquired about John and Carrie responded,
showing remarkable stoicism, on 21 December:
I’m glad I was able to relieve your mind about Teddy …. I did not
mention John in my letter to you because there was nothing to say.
All of the evidence that we can get points to the fact of his having
been killed on the afternoon of September 27th. The Guards had to
fall back from the ground where John fell and we have never been
able to re-occupy it, so it is impossible that there should be any
proof. From official German quarters there is also none, but that is
not of any real importance because the Germans have a habit of not
reporting their wounded prisoners when it suits their convenience
not to do so. It is impossible for us to arrive at any final knowledge
about the boy until the end of the war, unless a resurrection occurs
as not infrequently happens with our officers who have been kept in
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small hospitals for months, and in one or two cases for a year, and
then turned up.22
In March 1916, when my father had already been with the Inns of Court
OTC at Berkhamsted for nine months and was still without a commission, Kipling stepped in, much as he had done for his son, John:
As regards the demobilization order I greatly hope that it will not
apply to you as you have practically completed your training under
the old scheme and, I am quite sure, are good at your job. If it had
not been for your health you would have got your commission by
now. This ought to weigh with the authorities and I should be glad
if you wrote me a letter here and kept me posted as to how matters
stand. Also, let me know the name of the C.O. in charge of the cadets
corps – the top man of all. Be sure to get his initials, rank and letters
after his name all correct as it is not possible to consult an army list
these days.23
My father did get his commission, though it is not entirely clear
under what circumstances this was achieved, and joined the 4th (Res)
Bn. Royal Sussex Regiment as a 2nd Lieut in October 1916. From
November 1917 until March 1918, he was in Palestine with the 16th
(Yeomanry) Bn. Royal Sussex Rgt and entered Jerusalem under General
Allenby’s command. He was wounded in the hand and knee at Yabrud
near Damascus, hospitalised in El Arish, North Sinai, and shipwrecked
on the way back to France.
On 1 April 1918 whilst Teddy was still in Egypt, Carrie again wrote
to reassure Sarah, this time concerning a cable Sarah had received from
the War Office with the news that Teddy had been wounded whilst in
the Middle East. It seems that neither Sarah nor Carrie were clear as to
whom Teddy had arranged for the War Office to contact in the event of
emergency.
On 10 April, Carrie responded to a letter from Sarah enclosing
a telegram from Teddy. She urged Sarah when writing to her son in
hospital:
… to be very cheerful and not dwell on your own anxiety about him.
You see, the time that elapses between writing and receiving a letter
makes an enormous difference in the state of a patient’s health; it
will be no help to Teddy to get a letter from you only telling him how
worried you have been about him.
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Carrie concluded: “I am sending Dorothy’s report, which I should like
to have back as soon as possible.” In a P.S. she acknowledged the
arrival of socks Sarah has knitted for the war effort with wool provided
by Carrie. After praising the socks as ‘very good in every way’, Carrie
continued:
I, of course, saw Teddy’s name in the Casualty List, which I read,
naturally, every day, but I did not do anything about it because there
was nothing to be done. As I wrote you, I had seen before the name
of a Price wounded, who was in the Sussex and had the same initials
differently arranged, and I thought, perhaps, it was the same; I
knew that word would come direct if he had been wounded. It was,
of course, a military duty on Teddy’s part to leave some instructions
as to where news was to be sent as to his being wounded. He must
have made some arrangements, as his papers would not have been
in order if he had not; but what the arrangements he made were, we
none of us know.24
From late spring in 1918 to January 1919, Teddy served in France
and Belgium, where he remained from January to July 1919 as part
of the Army of Occupation. His transfer back to France from Egypt
was evidently a surprise to his mother, who after writing to him three
times in Egypt at last received a letter from him with his new address.
She replied to his letter on 12 May 1918 from Brighton, pointing out
the difficulties that she and the Kiplings had experienced in keeping in
touch with him and urging him to write to them. She told Teddy that
“on getting the news [he had been wounded] from Col. Hodgson (she)
at once wired to the War Office – there was nothing else to do – the
Col. could get no information from the Kiplings. I felt it was useless to
ask them …” Sarah also told her son: “Fancy! they muddled the wire
from the War Office to me and wrote head for hand and so you can
imagine my relief when I got yours dated the 22nd April.” She goes on
to tell him she has been working at shorthand every day and plans to
resume sea bathing which she had abandoned before Christmas because
of the sharp frosts, replacing the sea bathing with a daily cold bath at
home.25 It is disappointing that few subsequent letters from Sarah to
Teddy remain.
In February 1919, Kipling had written to his cousin, Stanley
Baldwin:
… Teddy Price has written me a letter all about his future and
whether he shall volunteer for the New Army or not. He pointed out
that it was possible for a man later on to “meet the right person and
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settle down.” Ominous! After which, he added “A woman’s natural
instinct is to produce”. It’s a detached way of looking at it but it
broke me wide open. This generation grows up, all too fast.26
In one of the few letters dating from this period, Kipling acknowledged the difficulty after the War for ‘Territorials and new Army men
… applying for commission in the Regular Army’27 but hoped that
Teddy might be able to continue his soldiering in one of the British led
Colonial Armies in the East.
Part II of ‘After Crom’ will appear in Kipling Journal 372. Ed.
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AN ILLUSTRATED FAMILY LETTER
Transcribed By MIKE LACEY
[Mike Lacey, formerly deputy and acting head of the Rudyard Kipling School,
Woodingdean, near Brighton, has lived on the historic Bateman’s Estate for thirty
years. He acquired the letter published below at an auction of the collection of Helen
Macdonald, the cousin of Rudyard Kipling. Ed.]

Rudyard Kipling was close to all his relatives, but those he loved best
all his life were his mother’s sister, ‘the beloved Aunt’ Lady Georgiana
Burne-Jones, and her husband the Pre-Raphaelite artist Sir Edward
Burne-Jones. Kipling’s attachment to his aunt and uncle began very
early. He recalled in his memoir Something of Myself (1937) how the
misery of his childhood years in the ‘House of Desolation’ in Southsea
was mitigated by the annual ‘paradise’ of a month-long Christmas visit
to the Burne-Jones family at The Grange, North End Road in London,
describing these visits in detail as experiences of joyously creative and
loving respite ‘which I verily believe saved me’ (p.11).
The letter below is owned by Mike Lacey, who has kindly transcribed it for the Kipling Journal. It was written in 1856, when
Kipling’s Uncle Ned and Aunt Georgie were still Mr Jones and Miss
Macdonald, to a boy who was not their future nephew Ruddy (whose
parents had yet to meet each other), but Georgie’s younger brother,
Kipling’s uncle Frederick Macdonald. The letter is nonetheless of great
interest to lovers of Kipling, because it shows why the Burne-Jones
couple were so lovable and so important to him. Delightfully illustrated with Burne-Jones’ little dashed-off sketches, of which two are
reproduced here, (including one of William Morris), the letter is full of
his and Georgie’s loyal concern for family members and their playful
gaiety, not to mention Georgie’s caring anxiety about her brother’s
possible toothache. It is no wonder that this loving teenage sister would
in twenty years become Kipling’s ‘beloved Aunt’. [Ed.]
The letter is written jointly by Georgiana Macdonald and Edward
Burne-Jones to her brother Frederick but called Bobby or Bobbie.
Frederick was about 13 and had been sent to school in Jersey, where
he spent the year 1856–7. The letter was written from Walpole Street,
shortly before the Macdonald family moved to Marylebone. It is written
on two pages of paper, each folded into four sides, totalling eight sides.
The different handwritings of Georgie and Ned are quite distinctive.
They are indicated here by different typefaces: Edward’s in roman,
Georgie’s in italics.
The letter was clearly drafted in 1856, soon after Georgie and
Edward had met. She was only fifteen but they became engaged after
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just three weeks. The engagement lasted for four years, and they married
in 1860. [Mike Lacey]

Fig 1: ‘Mr. Edward engaged; Mr Jones’ friend’, showing Georgie seated, Edward
kneeling, and William Morris rampant

Side 1 Oh my dear Bobby – Seeing your respected friend Mr. Jones,
sadly in want of something to do, and evidently labouring under an
uneasy conscience, I have suggested to him that he write to his neglected
Bobby, and have bribed him thereto, by promising to help in the work.
Dear neglected Bobby, Georgie wrote that first sentence!!! Isn’t it
musical?” [Small drawing of treble notes on stave] “seeing your”
etc. Oh Bobbie, long suffering and cruelly neglected, she is so stunning [Small drawing of ‘Me’ (Edward) kneeling before ‘Georgie!’
crowned, enthroned and radiant] I have an inclination to upset all the
ideas suggested by the above, by using other language than that befitting a queen, but in hopes that he may
Side 2 before the end of this letter, recant, I go on. Hast thou forgotten
O Bobbie, the time when thy promise breaking friend said he would
write to thee often? He has had the best of purposes, but other matters
have prevented. But that this is open to his inspection I might indulge
in a little private slander as to his want of ---------- but I forbear, it is
not charitable – But to resume a subject in which, dear Bobs, I am sure
we are both interested – to resume a subject which I approach with
reverential respect – I had tea with HER this evening, drank tea Bobby
in her presence. [Drawing of Edward sipping tea, illuminated by a
crowned radiant figure] – Think of it my babe! (Oh she is so bullying
of me, won’t let me be at peace so I must begin a new subject).
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Side 3 I’m several months older than I was when you left home, and I
suppose – but really, I can’t write about secular things, I must get back
again to my one absorbing, one only thought – she does look so lovely
to-night, Bobby, she’s looking over my shoulder at this moment (take
the pen then you little termagent-do- (Oh! Villian [sic] in human form!
have I found you out then? Would I had known you sooner!) Oh! I didn’t
mean that! Never mind, But truly our friend hath taken dear Bobby
a very short text wherefrom to deliver so eloquent a discourse. I will
change the subject. Lately he hath – No, dear, I mean, is it as foggy in
Jersey
Side 4 as it was here yesterday? He came here in the evening, valiantly
cutting his way through the fog, and read to us for some time from the
Morte d’ Arthur, which you would have dearly loved to hear. Fights, oh!
Huge fights, it makes me brave to think of them. [Drawing of knights
fighting] But the beast of foolish jesting is not entirely rampant tonight
Fred so here I tell you, we both dearly love you, (yes – we do, Bobby
but as I was just going to say when I was cruelly interrupted-the other
morning she came down in CURLS!
[Page 2] Side 5 Oh Bobby, think of it for one moment – then faint
in rosemary [drawing of Georgie with her hair down and Edward
prone at her feet] This profane jester possesses a wonderful power of
exaggeration, but you will recognise at least one of the above figures.
Oh Bobby, is Jersey air any good for making people grow? [Drawing
of island with approaching sailboat captioned ‘Blessed boat with
Georgie in it’]
Side 6 I believe dear this is only the third comic letter I have written
you, and somehow it isn’t so pleasant as the others, but – Oh she’s
getting so serious Bobbie [Drawing of skull and crossbones] (so will
I – do you suffer much from toothache dear?) I’m not ‘getting,’ I’m got,
and what’s more, I won’t be made fun of! And if you do suffer from ‘that
hell of all diseases,’ Bobby dear, it isn’t right to joke about it, and if
ever your blessed teeth do ache don’t forget to put a large hot poultice
on and wrap your blanket over that, and if Mrs. Neill has the heart of
a grasshopper
Side 7 she’ll give you some gruel, and send you to bed. [Fig. 2: drawing
of Fred in bed, approached by six people with PLASTER and his
landlady with GRUEL]
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Fig. 2 Ministering to the Patient

Now Bobbs – to be very serious indeed – I am really very sorry that
I did not write according to manifold promises – if you could but see
my conscience, pricked and goaded and harrowed and lacerated, your
heart would melt like old boots – I’m shocked that I should have been
betrayed into lending my countenance to such language, but I was not
aware of what was coming. Value this letter my friend the more when
I tell you that to write it, Mr. Edward has neglected an engagement in
his rooms at some
Side 8 time so long past now, that it is hopeless to attempt to keep it.
Ah! You and I are guilty of this, I most, for I suggested it. [Fig. 1: two
drawings side by side, captioned ‘Mr. Edward engaged’ and ‘Mr.
Jones’ friend’. Edward kneels beside a seated and haloed Georgie;
his friend William Morris, kept waiting till midnight, throws a
tantrum] It only makes me the sorrier. I am so vexed at being the cause
of such distraction. See here, how good is for ever mixed with evil in
this here world. But still, if this letter has pleased you love, I for one am
glad. Goodbye now darling. We are yours lovingly, Georgie & Edward
[Tiny drawing of two entwined figures]
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MEMBERSHIP NOTES
December 2017
NEW MEMBERS

I am very pleased to welcome the new members below to the Kipling
Society.
Donna Boecher (USA)
Dr Marshal L Michel (USA)
Mr John P Wood MBE (Derbyshire)
Mr Walter Stuart (Australia)
Mr Gerald Parsons (London)
Mr Simon Pugsley (Devon)
Mr Jason Grant (Staffordshire)
Mr Robert Worley (West Sussex)
Mr William Mather (London)
NEW MEMBERSHIP FEES 1 JANUARY 2016

Please ensure you are aware of the new rates which can be found at
the back of this issue. If you have not yet adjusted your fee to the new
amount and it has been paid already please forward the balance as soon
as possible. Please ensure your SOM has been changed via your bank.
If you have any doubts, please do contact me.
BACK NUMBERS OF THE KIPLING JOURNAL

Members may wish to know that I have a vast selection of back numbers
of the Kipling Journal. Please contact me with any requests you may
have.
PAYMENT OF SUBSCRIPTION FEES

Members are also reminded of the due date of their subscription on their
address label when they receive The Kipling Journal. The date given as
such 01/08/17 refers to 1 August 2017.
If you are in any doubt, please contact me by the methods also
given on the back cover. Please also advise me of any changes of
address, including e-mail if applicable as I do like to keep in contact
with members. Please ensure Kipling Society emails do not go to your
SPAM box.
John Lambert

Hon. Secretary
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FROM RUDYARD KIPLING’S
‘MOTOR TOURS’
25 AUGUST – 7 SEPTEMBER 1924
Edited by THOMAS C. PINNEY
[Professor Thomas C. Pinney is Vice-President of the Kipling Society and acclaimed
editor of Kipling’s letters, poems and other writings. His most recent Kipling publication Letters from Rudyard Kipling to his Agent, was reviewed in Kipling Journal 367,
December 2016). Ed.]

“Motor Tours” is the name given to a 95–page typescript describing
fourteen tours, eleven in France and three in England and Scotland,
that Rudyard Kipling made in the years from 1911–1913 and 1920–
1926. The typescript is among the Kipling Papers given to the National
Trust on the death of Mrs. Elsie Kipling Bambridge, Rudyard Kipling’s
surviving daughter, and deposited by the Trust in Special Collections,
University of Sussex Library. The sources of the typescript are a group
of 7 pocket diaries.1 The typescript has been known since the catalog of
the Kipling Papers at Sussex was prepared by John Burt in 1979. The
diaries (present location unknown to me) were found in 2001 in the
desk of an editor in the office of the publisher Macmillan.2 For many
years, ever since 1899, when Kipling first employed a secretary, the
strict rule of the house was that no MS, except for letters, left the premises. All stories and poems were typed from Kipling’s manuscripts; the
typescripts went to his agent, and the manuscripts to his wife, who had
them bound. Ultimately all of the manuscripts so treated were given to
libraries in England, Scotland, France, Canada, and Australia, but that
process was not completed until after the death of Caroline Kipling. So
far as I know the rule about holding on to the manuscripts continued in
force down to her death. So how did the diaries get to the Macmillan
office? When? And why? I have no answers.
Kipling had some idea of publishing material from the diaries, or at
least that seems to be what he has in mind in this passage from a letter
to F.N. Doubleday, 4 November 1927:
I am digging along in the old way with some stuff in the way of
tales and a sort of general sweep-up of my many years of touring in
France – ostensibly as a record of motoring but actually as a chance
to say what I feel about the wonderful land of France and her more
wonderful people.” 3
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The typescript of the motor tours now at Sussex is presumably a result
of the “general sweep-up” that Kipling intended. But the idea went no
further.
Two extensive passages from the typescript have been published by
the late Meryl Macdonald Bendle in the Kipling Journal, March, 1985.
They do not appear entire for the good reason that their form in the
typescript, and no doubt in the diaries themselves, is highly irregular.
Some entries are quite bare, e.g., this one in its entirety from 1911,
telling us where he went and where he stayed: “Boulogne Bristol.”
Other entries may run to a sentence or two and yet others grow into
complete and detailed description. There are also many irregularities
in chronology, material from earlier dates appearing after entries from
later dates. There are, as well, many repetitions, in slightly different
forms, of the same material.
Julian Barnes, who had evidently read through the transcript of the
“Motor Tour” diaries at Sussex, has also given a very good idea of their
form and character in his essay “Kipling’s France,” first published in
the Guardian and collected in Through the Window: Seventeen Essays
(and one Short Story) (2012)
I think it unlikely that the typescript “Motor Tours” will ever be
published complete, given all its irregularities and its bare-bones
entries. But there are many good and interesting things in it that might
be presented in a suitably edited version, though what “suitably edited”
might mean is a question difficult to answer. For my attempt at an
answer I have selected the longest of the “Motor Tours” narratives, an
account of a tour in France and Belgium from 25 August to 7 September
1924, divided by the following dates and places:
25 August:
Folkestone, Metropolitan Hotel
26 Beauvais:
Hotel de France et d’Angleterre
27–29. Paris:
Hotel Brighton
30. Amiens: 	Hotel not named, but perhaps Le Grand
Hotel, where Kipling stayed in 1931 (see
Letters, VI, 34).
31 August–2 September: Lille: Royal Hotel
3–6 September: 	Brussels: Hotel Astoria and Claridge
7 September:
Calais: Grand Hotel
In editing this narrative, I have eliminated the repetitions and restored
the chronological sequence. I have also, on two occasions, transferred
a sentence or two from one entry to another of the same date. These
changes are clearly indicated in the notes. What remains is just as
Kipling wrote it.
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There were two main purposes for the tour. First, and most important, Kipling, as a member of the Imperial War Graves Commission
(now the Commonwealth War Graves Commission) wanted to inspect
British military cemeteries in the north of France. I do not think that
his visits were official, but he certainly meant to report on what he saw.
There must be, somewhere in the records of the Commission, a formal
report by Kipling, should anyone be moved to search for it. The second
purpose took them to Belgium, where Elsie Kipling’s fiancé, George
Bambridge, was then an attaché at the British Embassy. Two weeks
after the Kiplings returned to England, George and Elsie were married;
they were to live in Brussels, and so Elsie was bent on house-hunting
there. There were, of course, plenty of military cemeteries for Kipling
to see in Belgium as well as in France.
The members of the tour were Kipling, Mrs. Kipling (who appears
as “C” for “Caroline” or “Carrie”), Elsie Kipling (sometimes called
“Bird”), and Taylor the chauffeur. Clark, Mrs. Kipling’s maid, is not
mentioned until after they have reached Brussels, but presumably she
made the entire trip, perhaps traveling by train from city to city. She
would not have been among the passengers in the car.
Certain recurring references to parts of the military cemeteries
may be briefly explained: The “Cross of Sacrifice” in every cemetery
is a tall stone cross with a bronze sword on its face; the “Stone of
Remembrance” is an altar-like stone designed by Sir Edwin Lutyens,
with a text from Ecclesiasticus chosen by Kipling. The Register is a
printed and illustrated list of the names of the dead in the cemetery.
Equality of treatment was the rule of the Commission: no private
memorials were admitted to the cemeteries. The headstones simply
bore the name and regiment of the soldier, though a personal inscription was allowed to those who chose to add one. The headstones were
set in long concrete beams in order to keep the stones trimly vertical.
This elaborate method may help to explain why Kipling so often found
the cemetery without its headstones in place. For a history of the work
of the War Graves Commission, with many references to Kipling, see
Philip Longworth, The Unending Vigil, London, 1967.
Esmeralda: Fourth Duchess of Tours
The Flight of the Duchess4
The Dead: and the relatives who come after them.
Things happen to Gardeners who take tips.
Betting and taking tips “The Curse of the English”.
The slow work of supplying gravestones.
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I t was (in an interregnum) when Esmeralda was away on a refit
that a sister took her place for a certain journey.5 Evidently a car
well loved and cared for, but she naturally could not tell us what
her experiences had been nor what sorrows and joys she had been
privy to. We called her the Nursing Sister: “Paris?” said she. “Every
gradient from Calais to the Porte Maillot. There’s very little I don’t
know from the Yser to the Var.”.
Aug. 25th
Left B[ateman’s]. 8.30 p.m. arr. Met[ropolitan] Hot[el]. Folkestone
10.20. Jazz; electric: paint; bad service: expensive.
Aug. 26th
Left by 11 boat (dullish: cloudy; calm). Arr. Boulogne and déj[euner]
at Hotel de Folkestone. Dep. 2.10. Cloudy still and on the edge of rain.
Usual route St. Omer, Montreuil. Abbeville, Grandvilliers arr. Hotel de
France. (Beauvais: Hotel de France et d’Angleterre, M. Piat). Rainy
towards Abbeville: thence getting progressively more wet: very nice
to be on the broad straight poplar-lined roads again and to smell the
smell of France. Car pulling beautifully: no sort of adventures: walk all
round market square from 6 – 6.45: in small fine wet: and some very
good French beer, in the even while writing to Brander Matthews. 6 Late
drunken man passing at midnight with clopping feet and a song (obviously improper) with a refrain of “Oui! Oui!” that echoed crapulously
up the street.
Aug. 27th
A hint of a fine morning – which remains to be seen: out for small stroll
among the just-opened shops and over twinkling swilled-down pavé.
L[ef]t. Beauvais 9.50 by No. 1. N[ationale]. R[oute]. via Beaumont
where the new bridge is being made. Weather closed in shortly after
Beauvais and at 10.30 had to shelter in lee of tall wood of acacias while
a drifting rain storm and a crack or two of lightning got over. Came in
on St. Denis from the N. and hit the Porte de la Chapelle. Had to circle
half Paris to reach the Porte Maillot. Taylor7 had a little wind up about
city driving but, otherwise, did well and got us in at 12.15. Found our
old room. No. 311. Déj. at once and at once wet began: with every
promise of a wet afternoon.
Aug. 28th
Left, at 9.50 for Noyon. Most way among St. Denis suburbs – but
splendid run to Chantilly – Senlis and Compiègne – dullish day with
bursts of sun. Got to Noyon at 12.35, excellent déj. at Hotel de Mont
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Renard – inspected cemetery at Noyon (locked – Gardener, Mr. Bullen)
but in perfect order and beautifully full of flowers.8
Went on to Ham and found cemetery there (Gardener, Rhodes) in good
order among its brickfields. Met the crippled wife of the under gardener
who did cicerone. Saw box for book and register needed painting, and
notice under glass was foxed and needed repair. Went to find Eppely
cemetery but missed it. Neither Noyon nor Ham bore their headstones.
Turned back at 2.50 and were not in Paris till 6.10 (halted for coffee and
petrol en route). About 150 m. in the day.
Aug. 29th
Wet in Paris and nothing taken out.
Aug. 30th
Wet and dull. Left Hotel Brighton at 2 p.m. Came out by Clichy and
St. Ouen to St. Denis. Got more of a Scotch mist as we went on. Just
outside Amiens got out for Dury (Asylum) Hospital cemetery which lies
in an angle of the vast Asylum wall on the edge of naked wheat country.
Owing to wet the road to it was very foul. Cemetery (except actually
where our dead lay) was in bad shape, neglected and full of weeds. All
the headstones had been delivered and seemed to have been set aside
for months and months stacked in the grass. One entry in the visitors’
said that the stones had been there at least a year. Register sopped with
damp and almost illegible – same with visitors’ book. Gate of cemetery
open and all information as to gardener, etc., was fairly washed off the
notice under glass – not at all satisfactory. Got in at 5.30. Went to see
the tablets in A[miens]. Cathedral (specially the Newfoundland tablet)
which did not look at all bad.9 Then wet descended again. In Cath. met
one Murray who said he knew me in India and when I met him at the
hotel after dinner he certainly did – had “seen me kill all my lions.”
To bed at 9.30 but was kept awake by the trams and the multitudinous
drunkards of Amiens.
Sunday Aug. 31
Wet – wet – wet! An inauspicious day. Left at 10.15 but went out in
taxi to look at Longeau (St. Acheul) Cem. This was in perfect order (no
headstones up) and the Register book and visitors’ book were not, as
usual, wet: first cemetery was Villers Bocage10 communal extension ten
kms. up the Doullens Road. Reached it 10.30. It lies off the main road.
Cross and headstone up and all in good order. (Gardener C. Everett,
Rue de Parke, Vignencourt.) A growing hedge and small trees planted,
and the turf mown and bright with flowers. Instead of going back to
safety we went up communal road (mud on chalk) which, as it had
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rained heavily, grew worse. Finally under small crest of farm land full
of stacked sheaves, and five tethered kine grazing, she slid sideways
over the grease and half buried her near hind wheel against the bank.
A whizz and a whirr showed she couldn’t bite. Taylor wisely forbore
any attempts and demanded horses! And this on a Sunday, in an absolutely deserted landscape and with all the inhabitants in their best
clothes at Mass! A council of war. Sent E[lsie] and I back to the village,
twenty minutes muggy and amazingly muddy walk, to find – nobody
anywhere except here and there a child behind a half-door, opening
on to yard whose centre was a dunghill and which was guarded by a
loud, but luckily tied up, dog. At last a woman to whom E. with much
drama told the tale and – could anyone in the village hire us horses to
pull out the auto? She didn’t quite know. Her own husband and another
man were both abed ill. But there was a farm next door. Same sort
of silent square but this time a whitehaired, hard-featured woman,
backed by a totally inadequate man. Yes there were horses, but, you
see, everyone was at Mass. No help there, tho’ E. for the second time
had told her tale. Up the silent street again. A chance look showed us a
fattish middle-aged woman of unrevolting countenance. She said there
was a Monsieur Bertrand in the village who had horses. He wouldn’t
be at Mass – not him, and vaguely indicated the direction in which he
lived. E. had only told the tale thrice. It was better told each time. So
round a corner which showed us a wee brick-floored café where the
bad boys of the village (two) were playing billiards with a fat and a thin
policeman. The lady of the bar directed us where Bertrand lived. But
B. was out and Mme. B. was a loathly peasant woman, with thin lips
and a calculating eye. She couldn’t place us at all. She said B. was out
– she didn’t know when he’d be back (private suspicion B. was drunk
somewhere). After a fourth telling of the tale we departed from that
evil house. The only thing of note being a contraption like an elongated
squirrel’s revolving cage on the top of the half door, which no chicken
could perch upon. Thence to a white and dusty elderly man with fine
eyes, at his déj., to whom for the fifth time E. told her tale. He referred
us, a few doors down, to a thin young brown man with a suspicious
wife to whom – for the sixth time – E. told her tale. No help at all there.
Then back to the café: our road there interrupted by a man either drunk
or the village imbecile, who seemed to have some idea of getting help
from someone. By this time a few villagers were interested in our little
procession. We returned to the Café. The bar lady, another lady, and
both policemen were told the story for the seventh time, the drunken
man was sent off (obviously to keep him quiet) to talk to someone about
it. We entered, sat down, watched the bad boys play billiards while the
policeman (fat) and the bar lady occasionally talked to us. Suddenly the
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other lady plunged forth on her bicycle in the wake, apparently, of the
drunken man. We didn’t see this but were aware that she had been sent
by her coming back and shortly after being followed by a nice young
man with a carter’s whip. He asked pertinent questions as to weight
and position of car – planks, ropes, etc., and for the eighth time E. told
her tale. Then the fat policeman with much drama showed him how
theoretically one extricates a car. In the end the young man said: “I will
be there in half an hour!” With profuse farewells we two went back to
the wreck but not alone. The young policeman, still keeping his official
trousers, slipped on a civil coat and accompanied us. Then sprang from
nowhere, on a bicycle, a weird keen-eyed, brown-skinned boy of fifteen
– a genius as was proved later. We four walked in great amity talking
of life, of farming, of cattle, of a French girl the policeman knew who
had married an Englishman in the postal department. “And I know all
about it, because I conducted the correspondence”. “And what would
life be like in England – down there?” said the policeman. “Oh, very
different” said E. “And they don’t drink wine?” he pursued. “No. They
drink pellall and stoot” said the boy swiftly. We explained. And thus
talking passed a little hollow in the downs – a shallow pit. “There!”
said the boy “A French soldier was fusillé.” “Who did it? The Boches?”
“No, he tried to desert three times and was caught. He came from hereabout – had friends in Amiens. The fourth time he was fusillé”. And thus
beguiling the way we came to the firmly anchored car. M[other]. was
alone. T[aylor]. unable to bear the sight of a lone horse on the lonely
horizon had gone off, naked of all but English and had fairly pantomimed a horse out of a farmer. The horse – in a cart – could be seen
advancing across the sodden fields. The weird brown boy clamoured,
at once, for the lifting-jack. He had evolved (being French) a theory of
how to extricate the car on his way up.
Taylor let him have the jack to amuse himself. He adjusted it under
the sunken wheel axle. It naturally sank through the mud. The boy kept
on turning it, till the handle twisted up great muddy swathes of grass
from end to end. Then, the single horse in the cart came nearer. At the
same time, from the village approached a brown and a white horse
brought up by the young fair man – who had run ahead of his promise.
There was very little fuss. The policeman, the brown boy, the man
in charge of the one horse and a friend, made an informal committee
to decide the plan of action. The brown boy who really had a mind
possessed himself of the planks. Chains were fitted on to the front axle.
They pulled but the first was maladroit. The young fair man readjusted
their harness in an esoteric manner. The owner of the single horse stood
hopefully by. He had brought no chain but was an authority on the hardness or softness of the edge of the track – a vital matter. The second
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pull, a miracle of craft, jerked her out and forward (sucking) out of her
rut and under her own speed she scrambled forward. Then came the
immensely ticklish job of backing her down the misty track of greasy
chalk – and it had now begun to rain savagely for a while, just enough
to grease the soapy chalk. Here the brown boy, squeezed between the
bank and the uncertain car, saying nothing, but working as skillfully as
a thimblerigger, so managed the planks in her descent that he fended her
two tons weight off from sliding back into the very slough they had been
yanked out of. All the rest of the track was towards the left. So she was
backed down, more than a hundred yards, slipping and sliding; her front
wheels scraping like a dog’s paws, avoiding great water-channels in the
chalk that would have slid her into a bog again, till at last she came to a
patch of rough grass – just above where the deserter was ‘fusillé’ – on
to which she slid all her length and was just – only just – able to turn
and face the road that she should go. Then, amid mutual congratulations, came the question (unraised till then) of payment. “Oh,” said the
owner of the two horses, tentatively and shyly: “shall we say fifteen
francs?” And it was said but he was given sixty with a hint to spread
some of it among the other four. The owner of the single horse was
given ten – for his advice in the steering of the car. The musing motor
waddled into the dip under the cemetery, under her own power, pushed
and rooted through the last slough of despond and got on to the firm
road that she should never have left, opp. the cemetery once more. It
was E’s triumph from first to last. And that was one o’clock – two hours
lost amid kindly and helpful souls. One-thirty saw us raging hungry at
the 4 Fils d’Aymon at Doullens where one of the best déjs. we’d eaten
(7f. a head!) rejoiced us and my boots were scraped of several hundredweights of mud. Selah!
Got into Lille (Royal Hotel) at 6.30 p.m. – and enjoyed a very good
dinner.
Then followed in order these Cemeteries:11
Warlincourt Halte. (printed register) – all h[ea]dst[o]n[e]s. and t[?] –
box in perfect order. T.
Vallens. Gardener. And a wealth of standard roses.
Bac au Sud. Box trees at entrance – on falling ground with a view.
Low red brick kerb and wall on side nearest road. J. Hillier, Gardener.
Headstones.
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Visited H.Q. at Amiens and was rudely treated by a cook called Holles
who should be removed. A fat man called Bacon talked smooth officialities at me.
Arras Road. (No book), a tiny (Canadian) cemetery beautifully flowered, alone in a ploughed field, and the farmer pinching with his plough
into the right of way. To report this. Hdstns.
Nine Elms. Mil. Cem. (signed book)
La Chaudière. (Under Vimy Ridge) splendidly placed cross all in place
except one row near road.12 Kerb up.
St. Mary’s A.D.S. (Hulliuch) Spoilt by Gardener’s shed – but otherwise very good cem. Golden stubble, sun on marigolds, grey clouds,
pyramidal dumps and the loom of Vimy.
Tenth Avenue. (A quiet plot – no book) behind it the farm of golden
stubble. A dozen graves all marked with pansies, candytuft, etc., in
borders. Most peaceful.
     1924
“I plough deep” said the car,
“I plough old wounds afresh –
“What you thought was a scar,
“I will show you is stricken flesh.”
“I plough deep” said the car.
“I tear open the well-smoothed ground
“Where the lost idols are:
“I plough near and far.”
Sept. 113
Got off at 2 p.m. from Lille via Garvin to Petit Vimy Cem. looking over
the great Lens plain, the flank of wooded Vimy Ridge behind it (less
than 100 dead), long red bricked path to it and cornfield on slope below.
3.40 Thélus Mil. Cem: on very top of ridge – E. and S. right of way
marked with stones across plough land. Cross splendidly backed against
naked sky. Plain low red brick wall with white stone topping. Bronze
palm and laurel wreath at base of Cross of Sacrifice. No headstones.
Turfing unfinished – no Stone of Remembrance, but good seat opp.
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Cross. Enormous roof of world view in every direction except E. and
S.E. where ground rises. Planted with very young planes. Gardener’s
tin hut inside and as usual spoiling appearance. Green box repainted.
No. G[ardener]’s address on notice Bd. 2pp. Register written in pencil.
Notice Bd. Leaking badly.
4 p.m. Zivy Crater Cem.: huge circle of craters kept and walled round
atop after having been made a complete circle – lined with grey flints
– cross looking down into it – no gardener’s address on leaking wet
notice board – no visitors’ book. Visitors had written their names on the
outer sheet of the register.
4.20. Cabaret Rouge: with 6000 dead in a great fold of the downs and
Lens below – all crosses – not headstones but very bright with flowers
– Register in pencil. Just across the downs Lorette Cem. Tower with
50,000 French dead. Blangy Cem. dead concentrated here – central
path lined with willow[.] Stones being delivered, very few. Plants of
microscopical asters – Lavateras, pinks. Aster No. 1213.
5.10. Maroc: square and flat in middle of Bully-Grenay – all headstones
up and roaring town all round it. H. Attril.
5.35 St. Patrick’s Cemetery: very awkward to reach and posted as to [
blank ] Notice board in bad order. Prettily planted with clump of lilac in
foreground on edge of village with ag. land all about..
5.50. Loos British Cem.: on the edge of unrepaired land and a partly
wooded embankment behind it. Another large new notice bd. Illegible.
Headstones stacked high at one end. Noticed birches planted as trees.
2 September 1924.14
Went out 1.30 for Armentieres.
2.10. Ferme Buterne – Houplines: with cattle-trodden ground all round,
no visible means of access except through barbed wire of farm. Crosses
only. Gate wired – Cross of S. up. Gate sagging on hinges. Right of way
should be posted.
2.20. Houplines Comm[unal]. Cem.: just inside gate of Comm. Cem.
a little corner to themselves-- some under a pear tree. Men at work on
memorial statue to the French dead of these parts.
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2.30. Houplines Old Brit. Cem.: row of poplars behind Cem. No headstones, well kept, rowan, ashes – gate needs painting. Cross up. Milburn,
gardener. Gate needs repair. Row of red brick cottages looking into it.
Ferme Phillipeaux: fence in bad shape. Box needs repairing.
3 p.m. Farm X: notice board almost illegible. Two gardeners at work.
3.10. Desplanques Farm: sloping to moat round farmhouse in a pasture.
H[ ?]. Very lonely with small cross. Hasp and latch off gate. No kerb.
Entire bright red farm buildings. 3 rows of graves and 4 over.
3.20. Ration Farm: Hdstones stacked. Fence only – footway over ditch,
worn out slats. Hawthorn hedge – printed register book. Lime in central
ave.
3.35. Brewery Orchard: low red wall with white topping. Some headstones stacked, cross up: good brick rubble path wired both sides. Cross
in wood: belt of turf: well kept poplars planted. Houses all restored
across fields. Printed register. Iron gate and catch wants immediate
attention. Hawthorn hedge inside.
Y. Farm Mil. Cem.: red brick wall; stone entrance (big enough for stray
cow). Stone and Cross – no headstones up. Register box in front of
stone. Register in pencil. Nine of almost all unknown Indians of the
winter of 14–15, one Gurkha, four Sikhs and 1 Baluchi. Lay-out very
pretty.
4.10. Rue David: banking in front – dead flat – trees on one side, but
headstones; no Cross. Notice board rusted, wants painting. Limes
planting. (Gregory Ugside name on stone) “Dadle 15 Senor el Descanso
eterno. Que la luz perpetua brille para el” Spanish. Very many stones in
the Cem. are defective and cracking. Moisture. Indian plot. Rue David
ought to be better marked.
A strong afternoon. Back at 5.15.
One can’t hold more than certain no. of cemeteries distinct. Two
delightful small maids (one dark, one fair) between 8 and 11, helped
us to Houplines Communal Cem. Volunteered to show us as we were
coming away from the curiously inaccessible Ferme Buterne. We
signaled up the car and put ’em both in the front seat, to their no small
delight.
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All the cemeteries were different in character and it was delightful
to see how the architects had troubled to give to each an individuality.
Dined at the restaurant where Bird ordered us a superb dinner –
chicken Maryland (with corn and fried banana) and for me Crepes
Suzette. It took an hour and a half but it was more than worth it. Mem.
For one whole happy week now we have dined either in our own rooms
or in a restaurant where they do not change.16
One of the most interesting and delightful things about the
Cemeteries is their wonderful individuality of character17 – when one
thinks there are three thousand of them in France alone, this is the more
astonishing. Naturally, the treatment of each Cemetery must vary with
the nature of the ground: but the architects have, in every case, done
more than merely vary: they have managed to give each some touch
apart and personal – so that, even after one has seen between thirty and
forty in a few days, one is not conscious of duplication. The glories, the
appeals, the sentiment is different. Cabaret Rouge, with her thousands,
lies in the swell of a great wave of land which is topped in the distance
by the towers of Notre Dame de Lorette where 50,000 French lie dead.
It is frankly an army camped in position – all open to one glance of
the eye: and the blaze of the lines of flowers is a frank and robust as
the drums and colours of “an army with banners.”18 The multitudes of
crosses keep each other in countenance: and the lines of the graves run
like lines in echelon. Immense space and a sense of swing and freedom
dominate the whole idea. “A movement of population” is taking place
here. They are concentrating the unknown dead and others from tiny
cemeteries and a whole battalion of “unknown” soldiers is added in a
few months. The gay marigolds, lavaterias, minute asters and pansies
welcome them all equally. It is almost as though the dead themselves
were gay in their Cabaret Rouge: within eyesight of brooding, silent
Lorette on the far slope. For utter contrast – Petit Vimy – hanging on to
the wooded slope under Vimy Ridge – a handful, less than a hundred –
still cornfields at her feet, the wood on two sides and the slope giving
on to the huge view of Lens plain dotted with new-tilled red roofs. By
happy accident, the Cross of Sacrifice is erected but there are no headstones – only wooden crosses springing from the more than lawn-like
turf. A couple of women are trying to stook the wet corn just outside
the low stone wall. They are the only figures visible: yet one can hear
the roar of the camions ascending and descending the Ridge but hidden
by the trees. It is as tho’ half a company of tired men still in service kit
had thrown themselves down to rest awhile in the little recess cut out of
the deep green woods. Presently they must rise and swing away again
across the cornfield down and towards Loos, and Cuinchy and Neuve
Chapelle.
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Desplanques Farm – close to Armentières where all the land is flat as
poured quicksilver – cannot be found without search. An enormous
block of blood-red farm buildings, obviously not two years old, scientific and complete, points the road. There are hollows and dimples
under the grass at one side of it – the veiled ruins and wreckage of some
abolished farm of the old days. A purplish smear (brick rubble under
sprouting grass) runs along the side of a lazy weeded moat flanking
the long line of farm buildings. Some day that will be a road – now it
is the rubbish of shell-fire thrown where it does not show. It gives on
to an uneven-surfaced meadow where cows are grazing. This is sure
[evidence?] nowadays that here was a bit of shell-tortured land only
roughly brought into shape for pasture (the cornfield beyond it is level
and smooth, for the sake of the ploughs and reapers). Follow the smear,
till it leads you past the flank of the buildings, look left where the moat
guards the back of the source. A little Cross of Sacrifice keeps watch
over not more than sixty of our men, each beneath his own carven
headstone. There are three rows of them and four over by themselves –
almost all of one regiment (machine-gun work perhaps) and the flowers
have taken them all into their confidence. The moat at their feet divides
them from the “real” world where the motors go. They see nothing
except the willows and thorns along its bank, the patches of brambles,
and the long red wall pierced with an arch inside which the farm-yard
lies golden and brown. It is so utterly still that one can hear the cows
tearing the grass fifty yards away – so still and sheltered that not the bell
of a flower moves. The white headstones tell that they have settled there
in peace for a long, long while – until their loves come for them across
the pasture, open the little gate whose latch is broken in advance, steal
across the little, level interlude of perfect lawn and – they are happy for
ever afterwards! …. And as one goes back and turns the square corner
of the tree-grown moat, the whole vision is shut out.
Thélus Cemetery (on the very top of Vimy Ridge). Here the land and the
weather are both loose and fighting against the big Cross of Sacrifice
that shoots up into the naked sky. A low, strong, red brick wall, topped
with white stone, vigorously bounds the big enclosure from the great
sweep of cornfield in which it stands. The right of way to it (more than
a quarter of a mile) down the road, is marked out by deep-set boundary
stones but (and you would think there was land enough not to be mean!)
the French farmer has ploughed even beyond that narrow connecting
line and has turned his furrow inward upon it (for which he shall be
reported). Plain, thick, low and very strong is the entrance and the
bronze-latched gate: a bronze palm leaf and a bronze laurel wreath are
fixed at the base of the Cross of Sacrifice. Wind and weather have turned
them black. The great War Stone of Remembrance is not yet in place.
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Its vacant place is ready for it, at the far end where one can lean over
the wall and look down (as did the Huns) on half France. Only towards
one point is the gigantic view broken, and there the ground swells like
some enormous wave of the Atlantic, running more than level with the
ship’s rail. The lines on lines of blackened crosses are tilting a little
already. The Cross shows a trifle of wind-graining on the S.W. side
where the storms have begun to etch the stones. This is a frontier post,
very solid, very practical, very stern, and here men only hear the eternal
wind changing its notes as it grows or dies down sweeping over the
stone wall. It is time, and over time, that the fixed headstones came.
Zivy Crater, on the other hand, is frankly mad. It must have been originally the crater of a mine, which had been “formalized” – rounded to a
complete circle, stoned at the sides, and with a circular path round the
lip. Then, evidently after wet, the sides had slipped after the Cross of
Sacrifice had been put up overlooking the hole. The ground had all slid
away beneath the Cross, leaving its raw concrete foundations exposed
and in peril of falling into the pit. Of graves there was no sign except a
single wooden cross which carried the tin stamped names of some eight
or ten Canadian soldiers “killed here”. No one ever seems to come that
way, and there is no explanation.
Last – Maroc – a simple, solid, dead flat square of dead, jammed down
opposite a busy road in the busy middle of revived Bois-Grenier – a
mining and industrial suburb, almost, of Lens. The soil is poor; the
outlines of the place are rigid: houses crowd it on three sides, but the
flowers flame and will not be defeated, and the low hawthorn hedge
under the lee of the boundary-wall grows strongly. The people seem
to look on it as an “open space”. They don’t invade but they lean over
the wall and admire the greens and the colours. And yet one more –
Armentières way again. A long row of red brick “industrial” cottages
looking across the road at six or eight superb feathered poplars which
make the background of Houplines Old British Cemetery. The Cross of
Sacrifice backed against these. The headstones were not yet in place,
only the wooden crosses: but the turf was flawless and the flowers
were a show of beauty – very simple: asters, lavateras, pansies, marigolds, tufts of rosemary, roses and so forth. The gardener was a “decent
spoken body” and some touch in his voice made one say “And how near
are you to Forth?” “Musselburgh” said he: his whole face changing.
And, oddly enough – tho’ he had not set them out – there were rowans
planted all about that quiet place into which the little row of cottages
looked.
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Sept. 3
Left at 9.30 a.m. for Bruxelles. The 24 miles to Tournai took ever so
long owing to the delay at the French (especially the French) and the
Belgian frontiers. Later on a halt of over 20 min. at Ath level crossing
where a 40 waggon goods train came to rest across the road. Also, had
a deuce of a time trying to find the Rue Royale in Brussels. Result,
rest at the Hotel Astoria till nearly one o’clock where George met us.19
After lunch G. and E. went forth to hunt houses. C[arrie]. and I (after an
interval inquiring for luggage from Lille which should have come with
Clark, the maid, but hadn’t) went to the Rue l’Ėvêque to Cook’s office
to get a ticket for Clark by the 10.50 (Sunday), second class to London
and first on boat. Matter took 20 min. to complete, and the reservation
of seat should come to us tomorrow. Home at 5.30 and renewed exertions after missing luggage. Also telephoned to Royal Hotel at Lille
enquiring what had become of it. Suddenly the Astoria’s concierge
announces that it has arrived here and will be up in 10 min. – which
it is. It seems that, despite anything they say at Lille, luggage, even
registered, must be inspected at the frontier and can’t be registered to
Brussels. Then, E. returned with the tale of her house-hunting and –
dressing for the first time in eight days – we went down to dinner with
George at 8.30. All Belgium, so far as seen, is one long pavé street of
meritorious industry: and the faces of the inhabitants reflect it.
4th.
Nothing in the car line.
5th.
Tried to get from Waterloo to Louvain and lost our way.
6th.
Went to Louvain in afternoon (very hot for the first time) and saw what
the Huns had done to The Library, etc., there.
7th.
Left at 9.30 for Ypres via Ninove – concierge warned us against the
Oudenarde road so we went to Renaix (indifferent pavé). From Renaix
tried to get across to Courtrai via Quarremond. Found bridge under
repair by Reighem and had to turn south via Genappes, a slow detour,
and a slower progress from Courtrai to Roulers via Heule, Landelede,
Iseghem. As all Belgium continues to be one street one can’t go along
to any extent. After Roulers did not go to Passchendaele but held on
through Poelcappelle where saw new Brit. Cem. and the concrete
beams that hold the headstones. All the land thick with cemeteries, all
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very well kept and trim-looking. Came into Ypres by St. Jean and déjd.
at the Splendide – sufficiently bad – at 1 o’clock. Away by a little after
two, after a glance at the concrete foundations of the Menin Gate – long
concrete piles (90 m. from Brussels). Turned aside to Lijssenhoek (grid
from Cornwall), a wonderful city of the dead with Chinamen, natives,
all the Dominions, French and a few Americans. 10,000 plus. A nursery
attached and very good standard roses (printed Register), the best yew
hedges we had seen; and the local hoppers [sic] coming in by dozens
to walk about in it. Rather a pretty sight. Tyre went flat at gate while
waiting and small knot of natives assisted; including Suzanne aged 2 ½
from Langemarck and a boy in a gilt-braided cap. Lijssenhoek quite the
most impressive of the cemeteries.
Mem. Outside Pop[eringe?] … a company of Archers with bows and
arrows.
Thence to the French border at last. Capelle: the Belg. wasn’t
visible so we had to turn back for him to give us our sortie. “They’re
never outside” – So over twisted pavé through a wonderful town of
Bergues, all old ditches of fortifications with men and boys fishing – So
to Dunkerque and to the Casino (a sort of grubbier Ostend) with all the
world and his family disporting ’emselves. A mild flavor of decay about
all the buildings but the beach full of life. Chocolate there: and then got
bewitched getting out of D. after being extricated, were hung up at the
same level crossing where, years before, we had waited, not realizing
there was a way under the track. A man in the railway explained this
in most lucid dumb show. Then off again. Got nearly bewitched in the
mad town of Gravelines, twisting and turning among the back docks.
Got into Calais but couldn’t find Grand Hotel. Finally set down here at
6.30 p.m. having been on road since 9.30. 160 miles more or less.
A general impression throughout of a hot Sunday, in a continuous
suburb, untidy men playing, sports, quoits, etc, in the streets and the
streets behung with flags and “welcome”. But the archers and the
procession of fishermen (headed by a band) between Amiens and Lille.
They enjoy themselves in all ways.
A still hot evening culminating in heavy vertical downpour at Calais
and a very noisy night followed, 8 September, by a cloudless and hot
morning.
NOTES
1
2
3

The notebooks are described in Bendle, “Kipling and the Motoring Diaries, “Kipling
Journal, June, 2003, 15–16
See the Sunday Telegraph, 14 January 2001, for the story of the discovery.
Kipling Letters, V, 389.
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“Esmeralda” comes from Victor Hugo’s Notre Dame de Paris. “The Flight of the
Duchess” is the title of a poem by Robert Browning. Kipling had owned three RollsRoyce cars since 1911, all now called “Duchess.” The car on loan to him now thus
became the fourth “Duchess of Tours.”
5
The 1921 Rolls was being refitted by the London firm of Hooper and Co., coach
builders.
6
The typescript here reads “waiting for.” Brander Matthews (1852–1929) was then
in New York, not Beauvais. An author, editor, and theater historian, professor at
Columbia University, Matthews had known Kipling for many years. Kipling’s letter
to Matthews of this date is in Letters, V, 170–71
7
Taylor was Kipling’s chauffeur. He held the post for the entire decade of the 1920s,
the longest tenure among Kipling’s several chauffeurs.
8
The earlier of the two notes on Noyon is, by way of exception, fuller than the later
note, thus: “Mr. Bullem, the locked cemetery – no headstones but shaven turf and
blaze of flowers – nearly all “Unknown Brit. sold[ier].” Women in refugee hut who
spoke of him as L’Anglais. He’d gone to his lunch and was not yet back, otherwise
was there most of the tine, they said. The little hill by Noyon crowned with dead
trees, still angry and telling about the fight tho’ so long ago.
	  A restored town with its contrasts worse than a flatly ruined one. The contrast of
old and new – the dainty confections in one house and the other a charnel of bricks
and rafters of all ages.”
9
Mrs. Kipling’s diary for 21 February 1924 records a “N’f’d War Memorial
Inscription.” Kipling wrote many inscriptions for the War Graves Commission; one
of them, a tablet “to the memory of one million dead of the British Empire,” was
placed in Cathedrals all over France and Belgium.
10 Kipling apparently returned from Longeau by taxi and then set out in the RollsRoyce on a tour beginning with Villers-Bocage.
11 Kipling seems to say that he made these visits after dinner in Lille; they were all
made on 31 September,between Amiens and Lille.
12 An earlier entry for this cemetery explains: “All headstones except one row.”
13 The record of visits on 1 September appears twice in the typescript, the second
fuller than the first. I have used the introductory paragraph of the first list and then
followed the second.
14 The entries for 2 September are also duplicated. I follow the fuller, second, list, but
use the unduplicated conclusion from the first list .
15 Thus in typescript.
16 That is, dress for dinner, as Kipling was required to do every night at Batemans.
17 The reflections on cemeteries that follow, from Cabaret Rouge to Maroc, are not
dated. Since they are all in France I have put them at the end of the French part of
the tour.
18 The Song of Solomon, 6:10.
19 George Bambridge, Elsie Kipling’s fiancé.
4
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WHO REALLY WAS FLO GARRARD?
By MIKE KIPLING
[Mike Kipling is Treasurer of the Kipling Society and author of ‘The Provost of Oriel
and Other Puzzles of the Holloways of Southsea’ (Kipling Journal no. 366, March
2017), ‘John Kipling’s Pals’ (Kipling Journal 360 , September 2015) and ‘Naulakha
after Kipling’ (Kipling Journal 353 September 2013. Ed.]

Kipling’s first love, Flo Garrard, was, as Andrew Lycett and other biographers relate, the daughter of Captain Robert Garrard of the Garrard
crown-jewellery family. But why, with such family connections, did
she and her sister Maud lodge with Sarah Holloway in Southsea at the
time Trix Kipling was still resident there? And why, much later, does
Flo’s obituary report that she was left after her father’s death with the
necessity of earning a living? In this paper, I examine Flo’s family
background, revealing evidence to justify Flo’s reported comment that
she “came from a hopeless family”. I also record the later lives of Flo,
her parents and her siblings.
FLO’S PARENTS

Robert Garrard was the elder son of Robert Garrard, the head of R&S
Garrard, silversmiths and jewellers. Born in St John’s Wood in 1832
but brought up in Streatham, he was educated at Harrow and St Mary’s
Hall, Oxford, which he left without taking his degree.1 In May 1852, he
purchased a commission in the 95th Regiment of Foot.
He was slightly wounded at the Battle of the Alma in 1854 and
returned to England in early January the following year. He purchased
a vacant captaincy in the regiment in February 1855 and, from at least
June of that year, was based at Parkhurst Barracks on the Isle of Wight
where the 95th had a depot. A son, Robert, was born in late October
1855 at nearby Carisbrooke, the mother being described by Robert in
the register as “Fanny Garrard, formerly Mortlock”.2 However, I have
been unable to find any record of Robert Garrard actually marrying
Fanny. The birth was less than ten months after Robert’s return to the
UK.
Frances (Fanny) Mortlock was the daughter of shoemaker Samuel
Mortlock from Freckenham in Suffolk where she was born in 1831.
Sometime between 1841 and 1851, the Mortlock family moved to
London, where Fanny’s father continued to ply his trade. The 1851
census finds Fanny, older sisters Theodosia and Bessie and younger
sister Susan living in St John’s Wood in north London. The sisters are
described as ‘annuitants’, which would usually suggest that they were
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in receipt of a legacy from a will (which seems unlikely). Theodosia
had already borne and lost an illegitimate child and in 1852 married
Thomas Walsh Vokes, a former cornet in the 4th dragoons and a serial
bankrupt.3
Parts of St John’s Wood were notorious around this time as places
where men would set up home for their mistresses, and it is possible
that this latter might have been the arrangement between Robert and
Fanny.4 The neighbourhood also contained St John’s Wood barracks,
at that time used by infantry regiments, so might well have been somewhere Robert visited on his return from the Crimea and first encountered
Fanny. In March 1856, Robert exchanged to the 5th Dragoon Guards,
the main body of which returned from the Crimea three months later.5
As Lycett reports, the regiment spent the next few years on domestic
duties in various parts of the UK.
A second son, Henry John (later known as Jack) was born around
1859, most probably in London. I have been unable to trace a registration or baptism and so can only assume that Fanny was his mother.
Fanny was definitely the mother of Fanny Maud (1861) and Florence
Violette (1865).6
Maud was born in March 1861 at fashionable Park Lodge in Albany
Street on the east side of Regent’s Park and adjacent to the cavalry
barracks there. Her birth was reported in The Morning Post, publicly
naming Fanny as the wife of Captain Garrard, although whether this was
done with Robert’s approval cannot be known. The 1861 census records
only Fanny and one month old Maud at Park Lodge. Fanny describes
herself as Fanny Garrard, married with an independent income. In the
same census, the boys Robert and Jack were recorded as “visitors” at
the home of a sawyer and his wife on the Isle of Wight in a village not
far from Parkhurst and Carisbrooke.7 I have not found Captain Garrard
in this census, although as he was a serving officer (albeit stationed in
England at the time), this is not necessarily unexpected.
Flo was born on 31 January 1865, at 12 Victoria Road, Kensington,
another respectable address. In September of that year, after his regiment had been in Ireland for three years, Captain Garrard retired on
half-pay (effectively a pension).8
By the time of the 1871 census, Fanny, Flo and Maud had moved
to 32 Elgin Road in Notting Hill.9 I have not been able to find census
entries for Robert and Jack, although it is possible that one or both
were at school somewhere. Captain Garrard was recorded as a visitor
at his cousin James Mortimer Garrard’s house in Berkshire, where he is
described (probably by his cousin) as unmarried.10
In the following year, 1872 Captain Garrard commuted his army
pension for a lump sum.11 Lycett reports that he then spent some years in
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France, and this is consistent with his absence from British records for
the best part of the next decade. Also in 1872, son Robert was baptised
at St Peter’s, Bayswater. It is the only baptism on the page not to show
a date of birth, which implies that he was not baptised in infancy. His
address was given as Fanny’s address in Notting Hill. He subsequently
married Ellen Alice Viney in Beckenham in 1877, at which time he was
described as a banker living in Paris. His sister Maud and brother Jack
were witnesses. Ellen Viney was the daughter of John Viney, a City
accountant.12
It seems likely from Robert’s place of residence in 1877 and Trix’s
comment on Flo “the life she had led in cheap pensions,” that Captain
Garrard’s children lived with him in France for at least part of the
1870s.13 Whether Fanny was ever with them is uncertain. By the time
of the 1881 census, she was living with her sister Theodosia Vokes in
Kensington, accompanied by daughter Maud and, significantly, was
described as ‘paralysed’.14 I can find no record of the male Garrards, so
they most probably were then still living abroad.
Captain Garrard inherited £40,000 on the death of his father later in
1881, the will noting that this amount is “clear of all advances which
I have made to him or on his account ”.15 Doubtless these advances
included the purchases of his various commissions as well as the living
expenses for Fanny and the children. The legacy may also have helped
him finance Flo’s subsequent art studies. Robert Garrard senior left his
properties, business interests and the balance of his very sizeable estate
to his younger son, Benjamin Whippy Garrard. He also left legacies to
two named grandchildren and to “my other grandchildren (at present
eighteen in number)”. These twenty grandchildren were the children
of Benjamin (9) and of his three sisters (11). The number does not
allow for Robert, Jack, Maud and Flo, confirming that the main Garrard
family, or at least its patriarch, did not recognise them as legitimate.
In April of the following year 1882, Flo’s brother, Robert, died of
tuberculosis at the Viney’s house in Beckenham but was described as
being of Rue Jouffroy, Paris. He was only 26.16 I am not aware of any
evidence that Kipling or Trix were aware of this tragedy in Flo’s family
life, or of the ill-health of Flo’s mother.
In 1884, Fanny Garrard was admitted as a patient at Northumberland
House, a private insane asylum in Finsbury Park, where she died the
following year. Her death certificate describes the cause of death as
“general paralysis”, a term usually reserved for tertiary-stage syphilis,
which typically emerges 10 to 20 years after a primary venereal infection. The certificate and contemporary newspaper announcements
describe her as the wife of Capt. Robert Garrard. 17
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Birkenhead relates that Flo had told Kipling that she came from a
hopeless family and that both her parents had suffered from delirium
tremens.18 It was perhaps not so far from the truth, and as much as Flo
had been prepared to reveal of her true background. She may not have
known the true nature of her mother’s illness.
FLO IN SOUTHSEA, LONDON AND PARIS

Trix said that Kipling first met Flo when he was fourteen and a half (i.e.
in the summer of 1880). Flo and Maud being in Southsea by 1880 is
also consistent with Maud having been at Southsea when Trix first met
Flo, but being with her aunt and sick mother in London in 1881.19
Trix says she last saw Flo when she, Trix, was thirteen. This would
most probably have been the summer of 1882, as Trix appears to have
visited Southsea only in the summer. Portsmouth newspapers report Flo
winning prizes in swimming (August 1882) and elocution (February
1883), so Flo may have remained with Sarah Holloway until at least
early 1883.20
Trix may have helped boost Flo’s confidence in recitation, as
she described teaching Flo to read verse and to learn it by heart. She
comments how charmingly Flo recited “Ho, pretty page, with the
dimpled chin”, the first line of Thackeray’s The Age of Wisdom. The
first stanza in full runs:
Ho! pretty page, with the dimpled chin,
That never has known the barber’s shear,
All your wish is woman to win;
This is the way that boys begin, –
Wait till you come to forty year.21
In the summer of 1883, Flo lived for a time in St John’s Wood Road
with Lillie Allan, nee Tyson, a recently married friend. Flo was later
mentioned in the report of Lillie’s divorce procedings. Mrs Allan gave
evidence that she had left her husband because he mistreated her, that
her friend Miss Florence Garrard had often witnessed this and that Miss
Garrard’s living with them was not the reason for her and her husband’s
quarrels. Interestingly, the court papers for the case refer to Lillie Allan
living with Sarah Holloway at Lorne Lodge, Southsea in September
1884.22
It’s posible that Lillie had been living at Lorne Lodge before her
marriage. She had been orphaned at the age of eleven and in 1881 was
living in Clifton, near Bristol. Her younger sister, Alice, was a pupil
at a small private school run by Annie Wheeler neaby. As I noted in
The Provost of Oriel and other puzzles of the Holloways of Southsea,
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Annie Wheeler was a friend of Kipling’s mother and a former Oxford
neighbour of Sarah Holloway and probably introduced the one to the
other.23 It therefore seems likely that Annie Wheeler also introduced
Lillie Tyson to Sarah Holloway. It is perhaps no coincidence that Lillie
Allen’s young daughter was named Alice Violette, the first being her
sister’s name and the last being Flo’s middle name.
Lycett reports that Flo started at the Slade in the autumn of 1884,
living initially with her brother’s widow’s family, the Vineys, at
Beckenham and later with her father’s sister, Esther Ruck. As far as I
am aware, this latter is the only evidence of Flo (or any of her siblings)
interacting with the wider Garrard family, other than Flo’s joint exhibition in Bond Street in 1923 with her second cousin Lindsay Garrard
(see below).
Kipling wrote to his cousin Margaret Burne-Jones from India at the
end of 1885, asking for any news she might be able to discover of Flo
at the Slade.24 It is not known how she responded.
By 1890, as Lycett relates, Flo was studying in Paris, although
she was in London when Kipling encountered her whilst out walking.
Carrington describes Kipling’s visit to Flo in Paris in May of that
year, where she was sharing an apartment with Mabel Price (on whom
Kipling based the red-haired Impressionist girl in The Light That Failed
(hereafter TLTF); Maisie in that work is of course based on Flo).25
Although TLTF has Dick Heldar initially visiting Maisie in London
(St John’s Wood, curiously enough), where she lives with the red-haired
girl, I’ve not found any evidence that Flo was living there in 1890, with
or without Mabel, or that Kipling actually visited her in London.
As Lycett notes, Mabel Price was not related to Kipling’s old headmaster, Cormell Price. However, by coincidence, Mabel’s father, the
Oxford don Dr Benjamin Price, was one of the examiners when ‘Crom’
sat mathematics honours moderations in 1856.26
Lycett describes in some detail the contents of one of Flo’s Paris
sketchbooks which contains considerable input from Kipling.27 In addition to the illustrations which Lycett describes, the book contains a
manuscript copy of a verse from ‘The City of Dreadful Night’ by James
Thompson. Kipling had recently used this same verse on the title page
of Under the Deodars:
“Since he cannot spend nor use aright
The little time here given him under trust
But wasted it in weary undelight…”
Its inscription in the sketchbook suggests to me that Kipling may
already have sensed the futility of his attempt to regain Flo’s affections.
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In complete contrast, there is also a cautionary tale of an unsurprisingly
disastrous attempt to serve champagne from a soda syphon!
Around this time, Kipling also presented Flo with a copy of the first
English edition of Departmental Ditties which had just been published.
He wrote in it “To Flo from Ruddy who is supposed to have written this
book: 90” and the poem L’envoi , which he noted had been “Written in
‘81’.”28
In 1891, at the time of Kipling’s visit there in November, the
Melbourne Argus reported a letter a lady had received from England
announcing that Florrie Garrard is engaged to “a Mr Rudyard Kipling,
a fashionable young author ”. TLTF having recently been published, the
similarities between Flo and Maisie (and Kipling and Heldar) are not
missed.29 There is also an intriguing reference to Flo practice-firing a
revolver at a snowman in a garden at Beckenham. (The journalist attributes the property incorrectly to Captain Garrard; it would have been
that of John Viney, for whom it was indeed true that “the Dover Express
… passes at the end of his garden”.) This rumour appears surprisingly
dated, given that Kipling’s involvement with Flo is considered to have
ended after the Paris visit over a year previously; yet it was even briefly
picked up by several British newspapers in early 1892.30
FLO’S FAMILY

Captain Robert Garrard: Returning from France after his father’s death,
Robert became a wine merchant in Piccadilly, most probably acquiring
the business via John Viney who was the trustee in bankruptcy of its
previous owner in 1885.31 Robert Garrard married in 1888, describing
himself as a widower, but his new wife unfortunately died the following
year. The 1891 census finds Robert living in Woking, employing six
servants including a Swiss cook. His daughter Maud and her husband
(see below) were also present. 32 He died in Bournemouth in 1895, of
cancer of the tongue, of which excessive drinking is known to be a
major cause.33 The death was registered by Flo, who states that she was
in attendance. (It may even be that she was living there at the time,
as late 19th century Bournemouth had become a favourite location for
visiting artists and writers.) Robert’s will divided his estate between
his three surviving children, but they probably received nothing at all
because the nominated executors had to cede administration to his
creditors. Robert had somehow managed to exhaust the very generous
inheritance he had received 14 years earlier.34
Maud Garrard: Maud was reportedly described to Kipling as suffering
from “curvature of the spine, incipient sex-mania and a hungry gushing
manner”. Trix described how Flo gave most of her dress allowance to
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Maud who “always looked like a rag-bag and fluttered out of doors
like a worrycrow or bird-scarer”.35 Maud married Charles Rigden, an
auctioneer, in 1883.36 Perhaps more true to her alleged nature, though,
she took to the stage in 1896 as Miss Maud Rigden; but, so far as I can
discover, she appeared only in minor regional repertory productions.37
Charles Rigden died in 1900 and in April 1904 Maud married Sidney
Hallows, an actor with whom she had been appearing since at least
1898, and with whom she was living in 1901.38 This may have been
somewhat of a death-bed marriage, as Maud died just three months
later.39
The causes of her death were given as “laryngitis” and “oedema
of lungs”. I wonder if this could possibly be the background to Trix’s
curious comment to Birkenhead that Kipling had informed her in 1902
that Flo had died, “… neglected lungs, I think”.Maud’s death was
reported by her cousin, Theodosia Burslem, the daughter of Mary Ann
Mortlock, another older sister of Fanny.
Jack Garrard: Jack Garrard was probably the brother whom Trix met
at Southsea and described as “tall and dark, with Flo’s distinction
of bearing”. Trix was later to relate to Birkenhead that Flo had told
Kipling that Jack was “rowdy, handsome … and fond of pinching young
girls and asking them to sit on his knee”. The Melbourne Argus reported
in 1891, when embroidering on the unfounded rumour of Kipling’s
engagement to Flo, that Jack Garrard was “an officer of the Union Bank
of Melbourne a few years ago, but after a brief experience of Australia
went home again.”40 I also wonder whether he was the Jack whose
name, as Lycett mentions, appears in Flo’s Paris sketchbook alongside
the names Ruddy and Charles.
Jack had lived in Hastings since the late 1890s with brother and
sister Henry and Florence Smith, who was sister-in-law to John Viney’s
son, Cecil Thomas. Living with them in 1911 was Cecil Thomas’s son,
Cecil Henry Viney (later to die at Aubers Ridge in 1915).41 In 1913,
Jack was charged with exposing himself on two occasions to young
girls in a park in Hastings, but was acquitted. Cecil Thomas Viney gave
evidence for the defence. Jack died, unmarried, in Broadstairs in 1946.42
FLO IN LONDON

In 1900, giving her address as 43 Glebe Place, Chelsea, Flo advertised
for a position as an art teacher, mentioning that she held the Royal
Drawing Society’s teachers certificate, amongst other qualifications.
The 1901 census shows that 43 Glebe Place was occupied by Sibyl
Childers, a sister of Erskine Childers, the writer and Irish nationalist
politician. Flo was recorded as a ‘visitor’. In 1904, Flo took over the
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tenancy of 43 Glebe Place, remaining there for the remainder of her
life.43
Flo was a member of the Artists’ Suffrage League. This was founded
in January 1907 by women professional artists, to prepare for the first
large-scale suffrage demonstration to take place the following month,
the so-call ‘Mud March’.44
In 1909, she painted a copy of a portrait of the Yorkshire clothing
magnate, Sir John Barran, for his son to donate to the University of
Leeds, of which Sir John was a founder. The same year she exhibited
An Allegory at the Royal Academy, which portrayed a Pierrot gazing on
Pan. A photograph of this was contained in a small hoard of items relating
to Kipling and Flo, auctioned at Sotheby’s in 1968.45 She also painted
for King’s College Hospital a copy of John Singer Sargent’s portrait
of Dr William Smoult Playfair, a prominent obstetrician. Playfair was
the father of the actor-manager Nigel Playfair, whom Flo had known in
Paris by virtue of Nigel’s sister having married Mabel Price’s brother.46
Studios to the rear of 43 (known as 43a Glebe Place or Hans Studios)
were occupied by the architect Charles Rennie Mackintosh from 1915
to 1923, with whom Flo must therefore have been well-acquainted.47
In 1923, there was an exhibition at Walker’s Gallery in New Bond
Street of paintings and water-colours by Flo and her second cousin
Lindsay Garrard. Flo’s pictures included Irish landscapes (she had
travelled to Ireland on several occasions between 1900 and 1911) and
scenes of Chelsea and France. There is no evidence from the subject
matter that Flo and her cousin ever painted together.48
In 1928, Chelsea neighbours Emily Sargent and Violet Ormond, the
sisters of John Singer Sargent (who had died in 1925), gave Flo what
they thought were some of Singer Sargent’s unused canvasses and other
artistic materials. However, this hoard contained two portraits which
Flo was allowed to keep, and later to sell. They were An Italian Model
and Portrait of a Child. (The latter was auctioned at Bonhams in 2006
for $2.6m.)49
Carrington and Lycett report that the hoard sold at Sotheby’s in
1968 contained a copy of the 1927 edition of TLTF, dedicated “From
V to F” and inscribed with comments including “It looks to me rather
like its image reflected in a Distorting Mirror”. This was evidently a gift
from Flo to Frances Egerton, a fellow artist who was in 1932 living in
the studio at 43a Glebe Place, although she later moved nearby to live
with her widowed mother and siblings.50
In 1933, as Lycett discovered, Flo produced an unpublished,
copiously illustrated manuscript work, Phantasmagoria – or Ready
Reckoning by Rumour Run Riot by ‘Silivigi’. The British Library holds
both the original and a contemporary photographic copy.51 The work
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originated when Flo was moved on from painting outside the Houses
of Parliament, due to the arrival of an Indian nationalist delegation.
She fantasises how she, a member of the Upper House and an animated
statue of a lion, are arrested, and how the charge of painting contrary to

A page from Phantasmagoria by ‘Silivigi’
(reproduced by permission of the British Library)
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regulations failed because of the loss of the crucial painting as evidence.
The painting in question becomes a nine-day wonder but years later
emerges in the art market, an unscrupulous art dealer having purloined
it from the court room before the trial.
According to the handwritten text: So the lion got surly – at least
so thought the Police, who were really, merely, judging by appearance.
The fact being the noble Lion was only warning the noble Earl that
his dignity (which was immense) stood in peril from paint. Which was
obvious to all, save the Earl, and the Artist.
After reading the story, the derivation of the pseudonym becomes
obvious: “Silly V G.” The book’s dedication to Frances Egerton says
that “these pages… recall to me so vividly her brilliant talent, and
sparkling manner of whipping up the mousse on a cup which might
otherwise pour out flat”.
Loose inside the original, in addition to several sketches which
are presumably Flo’s, is a manuscript copy in Flo’s handwriting of
Masefield’s Being her Friend, also presumably given to Frances by Flo.
The poem’s first stanza runs:
Being her friend, I do not care, not I,
How gods or men may wrong me, beat me down;
Her word’s sufficient star to travel by,
I count her quiet praise sufficient crown.
Flo died in 1938 of pancreatic cancer and is buried in Gunnersbury
cemetery under the inscription “Florence Violet Garrard, artist”.52

She left her personal possessions to Frances Egerton and the rest of her
estate to animal charities. Frances had been present at Flo’s death and
had registered it, naming Flo’s father incorrectly as Lindsay Garrard,
(who as it happened had also served in the 5th Dragoons).53 An obituary
to Flo appeared in The Times. Frances Egerton most probably either
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wrote or informed the obituary, as it contains the same mistake as the
death certificate. It said that, in later life, Flo had devoted more time
to teaching drawing and painting than to producing her own work,
although it added that Singer Sargent had thought highly of her work.
Rather surprisingly, it also reported that Kipling thought highly of her
general intelligence.54
A memorial exhibition of Flo’s work was held in March 1938 at
the Modern Gallery in Greek Street. Amongst the 57 works for sale
were Pierrot (at £100 by far the most expensive, so doubtless the work
exhibited at the Royal Academy in 1909), views of 43 Glebe Place,
and a number of more recent seascapes of Pendine in South Wales and
the North Norfolk coast. (Two months later, the same gallery exhibited works by Frances Egerton, one of which was also of Pendine,
which suggests that she and Flo had probably painted there together.)55
Three of the works had been in Flo’s 1923 exhibition, priced then at
75 guineas each. They were now priced at only £8 apiece. The exhibition catalogue also contains a brief biography:
“Miss Violet Garrard … had a great love for the sea. And she
expressed the vigour of the sea in her personality and paintings …
She would brave the wildest weather to catch the spontaneity of her
impressions … [S]he was faithful to nature because she loved it;
and yet a lyrical quality infuses all her realism. Her technique was
learned in Paris, and it was the Impressionists who gave her the
power to express her vision with vivid actuality.”
Perhaps, after all, not so far from Kami’s comment on the fictional
Maisie’s paintings” “Il y a du sentiment, mais il n’y a pas de parti pris”56
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APPENDIX: FAMILY TREES
(Note: These family trees refer only to people mentioned in the essay)
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
THE KIPLING SOCIETY IN AUSTRALIA
From David Watts

Members may like to know about the activities of the Sydney branch of
the Kipling Society. Our meetings take place three or four times a year,
usually in the hall of a church in Roseville, North Sydney. This is close
to the railway station, opposite a large car park, has a large kitchen, fully
supplied with crockery etc., plenty of stackable chairs, small tables, and
all the usual electric things one needs, microphones, projectors, screens.
We pay $80 a meeting (and over the years have managed a small profit,
to defray some printing costs). We try to be a little different: meetings
have featured an Indian cookery class and music (settings of Kipling,
of course), as well as speakers such as Harry Ricketts. We have some
Indian members who have translated interesting items from the Indian
press. We also run a monthly Newsletter.
Our main speaker on 25 August was a fairly recent member, Charles
Phippen, who describes himself as a musicologist. Amongst other thing
he has a very large collection of Rudyard Kipling’s songs set to music.
His family used to publish sheet music, and also had a shop which
sold these settings. I have to hand some 20 pages of notes he made
of Kipling’s songs set to music, including from movies, choral pieces,
shows etc.
Attendance varies between 20 and 40, depending to a large extent on
the weather, since many of us have to travel between one and two hours
to get to the meeting. Our meetings are held on a Saturday, starting at
2pm and finishing, by 4pm when we adjourn for tea, coffee and cakes.
Our November 18th meeting was a luncheon meeting. By utilising
the large kitchen adjoining the hall, we can put on a quite acceptable
meal at a very reasonable price (we aim for $15 a head.) We also run a
monthly Newsletter
We are also proud of establishing a Kipling section in the Library of
Culford School Bury St Edmunds, Suffolk, with many first editions, and
books about Kipling, including David Richards’ 2010 Bibliography. We
tried to find a home for our Kipling books in Australia, but fortunately
the Headmaster at Culford is a Kipling fan, and also visits Australia
where we met.
Our treasurer Ian Claridge is, we believe, the last surviving godson
of Rudyard Kipling. He was born and spent his early years in India.
At 85 years, I am not the oldest member, but we are actively trying to
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recruit younger members, at this stage usually grandchildren or nieces
of members.
David Watts,
Sydney, Australia
KIPLING AND THE JEWS
From Bryan Diamond

The September 2017 Kipling Journal, No 370, included an article
by Bruce Page on Anti-Semitism, Eliot and Kipling. Page writes that
“Anti-Judaism may have touched Kipling” (p.34) and he refers to Bryan
Cheyette’s comprehensive essay (2013) on anti-Semitism (p. 35).
The Kipling Journal Nos.278–280, June, Sept and Dec 1996,
carried several letters and an article about Kipling and Jews. The first
letter, from Mr. W Rowntree in No. 278, was followed by a substantial
note from the Editor George Webber, mentioning ‘The Treasure and the
Law’, which is discussed by Page. My own letter in no. 379 mentions
Cheyette’s chapter on Kipling in The Jew in the Text (ed. Linda Nochlin
& Tamar Garb, Thames & Hudson 1995), which discusses the story
“Jews in Shushan” (“Ephraim is situated outside the Judeo-Christian
values of empire.”: p. 37). Bruce Page does not mention this, though
he does discuss Cheyette’s chapter in the Editor’s book In Time’s Eye
(2013). The KJ No 280 (Dec 1996) included a long article on the Marconi
Affair and Kipling’s poem ‘Gehazi’ by Sir Austin Asche, who argued
that ‘his [Kipling’s] anti-Jewish views were the sort of casual prejudice possessed by many English people” (p.22), and that “although…
Kipling was quite capable of being anti-semitic, this [‘Gehazi’] is not
an anti-semitic poem” (p.24).
Bruce Page does not refer to any of these earlier contributions.
There seems to be repetition in this subject. Perhaps a more complete
compilation of views on this topic might be assembled?
Bryan Diamond
Hampstead, London
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ABOUT THE KIPLING SOCIETY
The Kipling Society is for anyone interested in the prose and verse,
and the life and times, of Rudyard Kipling (1865–1936). It is one of
the most active and enduring literary societies in Britain and, as the
only one which focuses on Kipling and his place in English Literature,
attracts a world-wide membership. (Details from the Society’s website and membership forms from the Membership Secretary, Kipling
Society, 31 Brookside, Billericay, Essex CM11 1DT. The forms quote
the minimum annual subscription rates. Some members contribute a
little more). The Society is a Registered Charity and a voluntary, nonprofit-making organisation. Its activities, which are controlled by a
Council and run by the Secretary and honorary officials, include:
•
•
•
•
•

maintaining a specialised Library in the Haileybury, Hertfordshire, and Special
Collection, Sussex University,
answering enquiries from the public (schools, publishers, writers and the media),
and providing speakers on request,
arranging a regular programme of lectures, and a formal Annual Luncheon with a
Guest Speaker,
running the web-site at www.kipling.org.uk for members of the Society and anyone
else around the world with an interest in the life and work of Rudyard Kipling,
and publishing the Kipling Journal, every quarter.

The Journal of the Society aims to entertain and inform. It is sent to
subscribing paying members all over the world free of charge. This
includes libraries, English Faculties, and ‘Journal – only’ members.
Since 1927, the Journal has published important items by Kipling, not
readily found elsewhere, valuable historical information, and literary
comment by authorities in their field, following Kipling, whose own
diverse interests and versatile talent covered a wide range of literary
writing – letters, travel, prose and verse. For the serious scholar of
Kipling, who cannot afford to overlook the Journal, a comprehensive
index of the entire run since 1927 is available online to members or in
our Library. Apply to: The Librarian, Kipling Society, 56, Chaplin
Drive, Headcorn, Ashford, Kent TN27 9TN, England, or email to
jwawalker@gmail.com.
The Editor of the Kipling Journal publishes membership news,
Society events, the texts of talks given by invited speakers, and articles
on all aspects of Kipling and his work. She is happy to receive letters
and articles from readers. These may be edited and publication is not
guaranteed. Letters of crisp comment, under 1000 words, and articles
between 500 and 5000 words are especially welcome. Write to: The
Editor, Kipling Journal, 36, St Dunstan’s Street, Canterbury, Kent,
CT2 8BZ, U.K., or email jem1@kent.ac.uk Street, Canterbury,
Kent, CT2 8BZ, U.K., or email jem1@kent.ac.uk

